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Preface

This work is a case study of one community high school system with a

view to presenting an overall economic evaluation of the vocational schools

within that system. The study attempts to assess the economic benefits of

the vocational school to the individual graduate and to the local community,

witl to compare these with the direct, indirect and opportunity costs of

maintaining the school. Iti order to accomplish this objective, the study

cmpares the system's regular high schools with its vocational high schools,

giving particular attention to the relative cost of the two types of education.

Mitch more detailed study is devoted to the vocational schools. A class

of students at the vocational schools is traced through four years of training

and subsequent placement on jobs after graduation.

The starting salaries of vocational school graduates, are compared with

the starting salaries of those hired directly from regular high school or at

the gate. Further, for a sample of firms within the manufacturing sector,

the type of entry level job open to vocational graduates is compared with

the type of job open to regular high school graduates. Finally, the actual

job experience of a sample of vocational graduates during the first eighteen

months after graduation, is presented in order to ascertain the extent to

which vocational training is utilised.

The study could never have been accomplished without the complete

cooperation of the public school officials in Worcester, Massachusetts. I am

grateful to all of them for their help, and especially to Dr. John Davis,

Superintendent of Schools; Mk. Walter Dennen, Director of Boys' Trade School;

and Miss Blanche Penn, Director of The David Hall Nanning School for Girls.

I wish to give special thanks to Professor Frederick Harbison and

Professor Richard Lester of Princeton University. The final form of this
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study benefited greatly from their critical evaluation of an earlier draft
A

and their continuing comments and suggestions.

All of the services of the InduStriel Relations Section at Princetwl

*University were most generously put at my disposal by Professor Harbison,

its Director. The secretarial ttaff of the Section could not-have been more

cooperative.

The author accepts responsibility for the final form of this study but

wishes to express gratitude for the 410SietatICO of The Office of Education,

Department of Health, Education and Welfare. That office provided the funds

which made possible the completion of this research.

Arthur J. Corassini



Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Vocational education program* in the United States serve may functions

and yet, to date, no attempt has been made to assess quantitatively the

value of the vocational- technical school as an area resource. The economic

aspects of vocatf cal education demanti much closer examination end aaaassment

than they have heretofore received, since federal grants to states for the

expansion of vocational- technical education are made on the assumption that

growth of these public training centers will help minimise unemployment and

maximize aconomic growth within regions and for the country as a whole.

Such an examination and assessment will be the central objective of this

study. The economic evaluation of one vocational-technical school system will

be carried out in a cost - benefit framework, calculating the economic benefits

of the system to the individual graduate and to the community, and comparing

these benefits with the total resource costs of maintaining the school.

What is meant by an economic cost or an economic benefit must be clari-

fied, and those variables which enter the evaluation on the cost or the benefit

side, clearly defined.

Resources committed to education are an investment in human capital.

The economic returns to this investment will be divided into three categories:

(1) measurable returns to the individual; (2) measurable returns to the

society at large; (3) nonmeasurable returns to the individual and to society.

These returns will be further divided into two sub- categories: a) direct,

b) external. The first category, measurable returns to the individual, are

those increases in lifesettee income attributable to the public investment in

education. These returns, called private benefits, are measured by calculating
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the difference in lifetime income between those students completing a given

number of years of schooling and those completing one year
1

in addition to

the given number. Thus the direct, measurable private benefit of completing

high school would be the additional lifetime in_Jme of the individual who

completes the twelfth school year as compared with one who completes only the

eleventh year. There could be an additional private benefit in choosing to

spend that year in a vocational school. This would be the increase in life-

time income which was the result of graduating from vocational school rather

than from regular high school.

Direct measurable returns to the society at large are worker productivity

gains which are reflected in increased personal income. Thus differential

lifetime incomes between groups of individuals completing different numbers of

years of education can be taken as a partial measure of both private and

social benefits. The increased income is the direct, individual private

benefit, and reflects the direct social benefits of increased worker produc-

tivity.

Clearly, there could be gains in worker productivity which were the

result of extended education, but which did not result in increased earnings.

This mould be the case in any but a perfectly competitive world where the

marginal product of labor must equal its wage. Further, there could be

increases in lifetime income without increases in lifetime earnings. Finally,

1. On the problem of measuring the marginal return to education see R. S.
HOuthakker, "Education and Income," j...vieltstfnomidatisics
XL! (February 1959), pp. 24-28; 16 P. Hiller, "Annual and Lifetime Incowa in
Relation to Education," America anemicr L (December 1960),
pp. 96246; W. L. Matson, "Total and Frigate Rates of Return on Investment in
Schooling," you of Political Economy, LXXI (April 1963), pp. 12840.



differences in lifetime income among individuals who have completed

different numbers of years of educations can be only partially explained

by these differences in extent of education.
2

Some private and social returns involve explicit financial payment;

others do not. Some benefits are internal to a particular decision, maker;

others are external to a particular decision maker or group of decision

makers.
3

Many private and social benefits which are external to any partic-

ular decision maker are virtually non- measurable. For example, external

benefits of education such as better management employee relations or in-

creased political awareness are not easily measurable. Whether or not the

external benefit is measurable, its essential feature is that it cannot be

quantitatively apportioned to an individual or to any sub-group of individuals

within the:. community.

There are certain external benefits which can be estimated, as, for

instance, the possible effect of added years of education on the unemployment

rate. To the extent that an extra year cf education reduced unemployment and

generated increased income, it would decrease the costs of total welfare and

unemployment compensation and, on the income side, increase the total tax

take. Further, reductions in the cost of crime prevention might be counted

as an external social benefit of the added education, assuming that direct

welfare benefits decrease if unemplo')meIt is reduced and that people are

2. For a complete discussion of these issues see B. A. Weisbrod, "Preventing
High School Dropouts", in R. Dorfman (ed.), MeasuantrBenefits of Coves,,, ent
investments, (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 1965), p. 117.

3. See ibid. and also Weisbrod, External Benefits of Public Education: An
Iseng&E102001, (Princeton, New Jersey: Industrial Relations Section,
Princeton University, 1964.)
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more law-abiding when they are employed. To be sure, the savings in actual

monies spent on social services are but a measure of the economic benefits

accruing to the community as a whole; there is no implication that the total

increment in social welfare can be measured by these cost savings or in-

creases in tax take. In any case, these external social benefits, as we

have described them, must somehow be weighed in any over-all evaluation of

a particular investment in education.

It has been indicated that the economic returns to the investment in

education divide themselves into private end social returns, called private

and social benefits. These benefits have been classified into direct or

internal benefits, and external benefits. Direct benefits were seen to be

measurable. It was claimed that some external benefits are, for all practical

purposes, immeasurable, while others are measurable.

Obviously, the aforementioned categories of economic returns must be

measured against the costs of the investment. Economic costs will be taken

to mean those resources, human and non-human, expended in the production of

a given good or service, and the economic value of those resources will be

measured in a standard monetary unit of account. Thus, computing the total

resource costs of the vocational OT any other educational program will mean

computing the economic value of all resources expended in the production of

the public good.

For the purposes of this evaluation, costs, like benefits, will be

divided into three main categories: 1) measurable private costs; 2) measur-

able social costs; 3) non - measurable private and social costs. Measurable

private and social costs will be further divided into three sub-cate4ories:

a) direct, b) implicit, c) opportunity.4

4. A full analysis of measurable private and social costs can be found in
Ts Schulte, "Capital Formation by Education," purnalso
Vol. Min (1960), p. 575; F. Machlup, Productioa aid
almamaluta.sugaulam, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1962), p. 100.
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Direct, measurable private costs are those current expenditures which

are incurred by and chargeable to the individual student. Such items as

clothing and school supplies constitute the bulk of such expenditures. There

are no measurable, implicit private costs. There are, however, private op-

portunity costs which are measurable. In this situation, measurable oppor-

tunity costs are the foregone earnings of students who choose to continue

education rather than enter the labor market. They are estimated by calcu-

lating what such a student would have earned during the relevant time period,

had he chosen to seek employment.

Direct, measurable social costs are those current and capital expendi-

ture, which are incurred by the public authorities in the running of the

school system. Teachers' salaries, books and equipment, maintenance of

buildings and school yards arc the most important of these direct cost items.

Implicit social costs include tax losses suffered by the community be-

cause of its investment in school facilities, as well as depreciation charges

on school buildings, grounds and equipment. Though these capital charges can

be readily estimated, they are usually omitted by public authorities calcu-

lating the annual amount of the public investment, with the results that

total resource costs are seriously underestimated. Social opportunity costs

are those costs which are the result of allocating public funds in a given

manner rather than in another more nearly socially optimal way. Obviously,

unless one can calculate the difference in social welfare between the two

situations, no empirical measure of wee! opportunity costs can be made.

Perhaps the best way of illustrating the concept of social opportunity

costs is to distinguish between these costs and private opportunity costa.

For the individual, the opportunity costs in choosing the vocational training

program are, in part, the measured foregone earnings already discussed. For
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our purposes, these foregone earnings are the same as those of any other youth

of high school age who chooses to remain in school. The other possible

private opportunity costs which could result from choosing the vocational

program would be the total lqsses in lifetime income stiffered by the Judi-

vidtml who chose this program rather than any other high school program.

In part, the social opportunity costs would be these same income losses,

aggregated for all individuals and counted as income losses to the society.

In the discussion of benefits, it was stated that, with qualifications,

income gains measured productivity gains. Now, in a similar manner and with

similar qualifications, income losses measure productivity losses. In

addition to these productivity losses, social opportunity costs would include

all of the necessitated increases in welfare payments or crime prevention

costs or decreases in tax take, which the society would suffer as a result

of having allocated its funds in this manner.

Before the discussion of ways of comparing the costs and benefits

described, an externality5 which involves both costs and returns, must be

considered. This externality differs fundamentally from the concept of

external benefit previously discussed and is directly related to the geo-

graphic mobility of people.

The actual movement of people into or out of a given community affects

the composition of the human capital living within that community. Moreover,

the movement out of the community also affects the composition of the human

capital in the surrounding communities.

1111411111111111111111011110111MMEN111111110mMantillili

S. See S. A. Welebrod, ELjt.s2t2...s...xternabaneublicEduation: An Economic
AWYJIA PP 40-68.
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If a given community has a high percentage of people with low levels

of educational attainment, by encouraging out-migration it can impose social

costs on the surrounding communities. For example, if it is assumed that

high school dropouts are more likely than high school graduates to be in-

volved in crime or to become poverty cases, a community could save the wel-

fare and crime prevention costs by encouraging outoolgration of these indi-

viduals. To be sure, the process would result in the imposition of the

costs on the surrounding communities.

On the other hand, a community may Um people with high levels of

educational attainment through the same migratory movement. Indeed, it is

possible that a community which expends lane amounts of public funds on

educat!on will actuary increase the probability of its graduates' migrating:

as a result of the wider job opportunities and further desire for education

which a superior public school system promotes. Moreover, because of this

geographic mobility, the same number of years of different kinds of education

may make very different contributions to a particular region's economic growth.

Regular high schools may graduate large numbers of students who migrate out

of the area for college and eventual employment. Thus the local area could

lose much of its investment in people. On the other hand, a vocational high

school could gear its program to graduating people who would be trained to

work in local indudtry and who would remain in the local region.

Insofar as the vocational high school arrested worker mobility, whatever

gains the region enjoyed from this program would be achieved at the expense

of other regions. Rather than external benefits, these gains could more

appropriately be termed intrataregional transfers. In practice, the forms

of this grant.oinaid program could be diverse.
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If a group of firms were to set up local industrpospecific6 training

programs they, as a group, could capture the benefits of productivity

increases in the work force. Ordinarily, because no one firm could capture

the benefits of training in an occupation which was area -- or industry-

specific, the trainee would have to bear the costs of his on-the-job train-

ing in the form of lower wages. In this situation, the vocational school

provides public money for the occupational training while the student bears

only opportunity costs in the form of his foregone earnings. The firms in-

volved bear no direct costs. However, by structuring what would be general

training into area as and industry-specific training, the firms do gain from

increases in worker productivity.

The local firms could make the vocational training area industrspecific

in a number of ways. For example, they might indicate the particular kinds of

metals the vocational school should use or instructional materials in shop

work. They could offer school instructors summer jobs in their firms in order

to familiarize them with local shop practices. In some instances general

training in the school could be accompanied by industry- specific training on

the site of possible eventual employment.

The schools could also make a conscious attempt to place graduates in

firms located within the community. In other words* in addition to offering

firms a graduate with industry-specific skills, the school could make a

positive effort to induce such a graduate to seek local employment* If a

44.114011144mmledlmullmoloolommolinnommalloommogramommomo

6. For a complete analysis of the relationship between general training,
firm-specific training and industryspecific training* as well as a discus-
sion of the relationihip between schooling and on- the -job training, see G.
Becker* "Investment in Human Capital: A Theoretical Analysis," noLagsnal
d&Litigajassztjwitit: October 1962, Vol. LXX, No 5, Part 2;
J. Mincer, "Onothammja Iteining: Costs, Returns* and Some Implications,"

iitical S 1-",t October 1962, Vol. LXX, No 5,e
Part 2,

4 o I



school's employment officers adopted such a policy they could indeed influence

the placement of graduates.

Yet another way in which the vocational school could act as a regional

grant-in-aid to industry would be to function as an intergenerational retraining

center. If, for example, a new firm established itself in a rural area, a

vocational school might seek to enroll the sons of farmers and farm workers.

The establishment of a permanent vocational high school would be fundamentally

different from a shot-run retraining program for the rural unemployed. The

vocational school would be seeking to establish a permanent alternative to the

traditional career choices of the children of a particular group of workers.

From the discussion it is evident that direct private and social benefits,

measured by income /dements, can be calculated. However, external private

and social benefits are, at best, only partially estimable. If we consider

costs, we see that direct private and social costs can be estimated. Further,

implicit social car its and some private opportunity costs are also nmasurable.

On the other hand, some private opportunity costs and most social opportunity

costs cannot be quantitatively estimated.. Finally, there are intro - regional

transfers which can be estimated and must be considered in any over-all program

evaluation.

Therefore, in order to evaluate the vocational program, this regional

study will begin with a description of theprogramy then attempt to measure

direct and implicit private and social costs, setting these costs against

direct private and social benefits. The resulting cost-henefit ratio will

yield a first approximation to an over...all evaluation of the vocational

program. An attempt will then be made to consider some of the vEternniitles

and intraoregional transfers which affect the benefit stream. The last step

will be to consider the opportunity costs which must be added to the other

emits of the program bofore final evaluation Is made.
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The cost data a the Worcester, Massachusetts high school system will

be us. d* The respective total resource bases for both the regular high

schools avid the vocational high schools will be compared as will the private

and social benefit streams for the bra systems* An attempt will, be made to

set up the contittions which would have to be met if the rates of return to

the two high school systems were to be equal. to the first approximations

Ote assumption will be that life time imam streams computed from national

census data are applicable to the WOrcester community* When consideration is

given to externel social benefits and to intraoregional transfers, data col-

acted from the school system of the city of Worcester will be employed.
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Chapter :a.

THE INSTITUTION& SETTING

The Worcester High School System Vocational

Education in the State of Massachusetts and is the City of Worcester

plctrottRtioq

The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the institutional setting in

the city of Worcester, where the centralmcomtbenefit analysis of vocational

education was made; to reveal, in some detail, the nature of ts,he programs for

fulistime vocational students; and to compare the vocational schools first

with the regular high school system and then with the state-wide vocational

school system.

Since the emphasis in this comparative coat and benefit study will be

primarily on vocational and regular high schools, evening programs for the

worker seeking to upgrade his skills will be dealt with only in so far as

they serve to illustrate the wide range of activities undertaken by some

vocational schools.

Consideration of the full time vocational program for high school

graduates is also relevant to this study. The programs are administered by

the vocational schools, and while they might be designated as Junior College

programs, the term is not strictly accurate and so they will be referred to

simply as thirteenth and fourteenth, grade programs.

ThABLEStairet"
Im September of 1963, there were four regular public high schools in

Worcester, accosmdating 5,7367 pupils in grades

these Milo were residents of the citY*

7. This statistic was taken from office records of the Worcester Public
School system. Unless otherwise noted, all data presented in this chapter
is taken from office records of either the regular high schools or the
vocational aohooloo

ten through twelve. All of
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Monomers also two vocational schools eft Worcester Boys' Trade School

and the David Hall Fanning School For Girls, to be referred to in the

ensuing statistical tables simply as Boys' Trade and Girls' Trade, and in

the text as Boys' Vocational High School and Girls' Vocational High School.

Together, these two schools had a total enrollment of 973 pupils in grades

nine through twelve. The student bodywas drawn from the entire Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area of Grater Worcester. The percentage distri-

bution of enrollees for the 1963.64 school year is shown in Table 1.

The Superintendent of Schools in Wbrcester had no Jurisdiction over the

running of the vocational schools; they were administered separately from the

regular schools, each having its own Director. Despite this separate adminis-

tration, the schools were necessarily related in a number of ways. Actually,

the vocational schools drat approximately 66.2% of their high school pupils

from the city of Worcester, so that, in effect, the vocational schools were

competing with the regular high schools for students because the individual's

choice of school had to be made at the ninth grade level.

In September of 1963 a prospective student of regular high school had

four possible choices: Commerce High, the Commercial school, offering

programs in business education; Classical High, the college preparatory

school; North High and South High, both schools providing for students who

had not decided on business, vocational or college preparatory programs. A

fifth high school, newly built but not then operating, planned to offer all

programs except the vocational.

The regular high schools in Worcester are under completely local

control. The vocational schools, although also under local control, have

close ties with the State Department of Education. There are several reasons
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Table 1

Geographic Distribution of Students *moiled at
Worcester Boys' Trade and

David Hall Fanning School for Girls.

attleaVA GirlssTrade

Students Residing Outside the City of
Worcester but in the Standard
Metropolitan Statistical Area 287 162

Students Residing in Worcester 5$3/ 305.

Total Studentsb 874 467

Percent Out of Town 32.84% 34.69%

Percent Worceeter 67.16% 65.31%

Source: School records of Worcester Boys' Trade«

a This tabulation did not separate those students who attended the Girls'
or Boys' Trade from those who attended post-high school 13th or 14th
grade.

b. These totals, pthered during the 1962 school years differ slightly from
total* presented latev in this report. The latter totals are based on
enrollments asr of September 1, 1963
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for this close associatilm* chief among them being the fact that federal

monies are sent to the states under provisions of federal law supporting

vocational education. The Vocation Division of the State Department of

Education t4kes this money, adds state funds to it, and pays the local schools

a percentage of the expenses incurred in conducting training programs. Another

division of the State Department of Education performs the same function for

regular high schools but with an important difference. Whereas the regular

high schools receive their funds in the form of a general grant for expenses

incurred, the vocational school receives money only for support of those

training programs for which the federal legislation specifies support shall be

given. As a result, the Worcester vocational schools do not offer any training

programs for which they would not receive federal and state. inancial help.

Their programs are really only a small part of a larger state -wide program of

training. This can best be seen if the state-wide program and the Worcester

program are juxtaposed.

The Voc.4.,...ItionaPaE.amta, the State as e Whole

Vocational education in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts is under the

general control of the Division of Vocational Education of the State Depart-

ment of Education. The total program includes day courses, evening programs,

full and part -time programs,. In 196243 total enrollment in all fulltime

programs was 19,422, 8 of this number, only 1,082 were in technical programs

which required a high school diploma for entrance, and about 1200 were in

01100010,00,0100.0.01

3. 11 Ed t.,0Maa ataIve tmentitelle of the
AgBagnialbj Final Reort of the SPeCiel Commission Relative to Improving
and Ektonding Educational Facilities in the Commonwealth, Hon. E. Barrington,
Chairman, House So., 4300 Moe 1963), p. 260. All State statistics are taken
from this report.
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cooperative programs which be0, in the eleventh or twelfth grade; the

remainder were in four year programs which begin at the ninth grade level.

During this same 1962-63 school year, 52,592 people were enrolled in evening

programs. Table 2 is a summary of the distribution of these day and evening

student enrollments, classified by occupational fields.

Table 2

State-wide Enrollments in Day and Evening Vocational

Education Programs, 1962-63

Training ?roars= labz Enrollment Evening Enrollment

Industrial occupations 14,478 9,983

Technical occupations 634 932

Practical. nursing and health 752 224

Agriculture 1,137 294

Home economics 2,019 39,0541

Distributive occupations 402 1,518

4111111MMINIMNIM

Totals 19,422 812,592

Source: Zglayl....sducalsaseA...0018.....mnleaftntin the Cbmmon-
wealth. Final Report of the Special Commission Relative to Improving
and Extending Educational Facilities in the Commonwealth, Hon. K.
Harrington, Chairman, House NO. 4300 (June 1965), p. 261.

The industrial occupation programs in the state were by far the most

important of the fullitime day training programs. Inspection of Table 2

revea/a that 14,478 students, or about 75% of the total day enrollment, were

involved in such programs. These programs are trimarily in the skilled

trades' They were offered in 54 day industrial schools for boys, in the

industrial deFutments of seven Roston high schools, and in six industrial
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schools for girls. The boys' industrial schools operated independently from

the regular public high schools and offered a total of 29 different training

programs. The maximum enrollment in these schools was 10265 students, the

minimum 19 students, and the median 142 students. Auto impair was the most

frequent training program offering, with 45 of the 54 schools including it in

their program.

The day industrial schools for girls enrolled 962 students in 1962-63

and like the boys' schools, they operated independently from the public high

schools. Most enrollments were in beauty culture, food trades and needle

trades4

In 1962-63 there were 14 boys' industrigl schools which were also training

industrial technicians. 634 students, the total enrollment, could choose from

among ten different program offerings. Electronics was the favorite selection

of these students, with 208, or about 53%, enrolled in the program.

There were 12 day industrial schools offering four programs for the train-

ing of practical nurses, dental assistants, medical assistants and surgical

technicians, respectively. Of the total enrollment of 752 students, 611 were

enrolled in practical nursing.

Agricultural training programs were offered in five agricultural high

schools and in the agricultural departments of 14 regular high schools. The

five agricultural schools enrolled 720 students and the regular high schools,

417 06.» a state-wide total of 1,137.

There were 740 students enrolled in independent household arts schools.

Another 34 279 were enrolled in the household arts department of regular high

schools.

Finally, there were 402 students -- 370 of whom were high school seniors

enrolled in distributive education programs which were offered in 19 high

schools and were primarily concerned with retail selling.
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The Worcester vocational program was an important part of this state-

wide venture, as the following detailed account will illustrate.

The Vocational Worcester

In September, _1959, the Worcester Boys' Vocational High School had a

total enrollment of 980. (The Girls' Vocational High School enrollment for

1959 was not available.) In September of 1964 the Boys' School had an enroll-

ment of 631 while the Girls' School had an enrollment of 342. The Boys'

Vocational High had experienced a 35% tiecline in total enrollment, to be

explained by reference to the enrollment figures for the Worcester Industrial

Technical Institute. These reveal that total enrollment for dr.? combined

Boys' Vocational, High and Worcester Industrial Technical InstAtutz9 declined

only 12% -- from 980 in 1959 to 865 in 1964.10 The decline in Boys' Vocational

High enrollments is actually a shift in the age distribution of those choosing

training programs. With the Introduction of WIT! in 1960, moire people were

induced to seek training after having graduated from high school. Faced by

a facility constraint, school authorities nonetheless chose to allow the

enrollment of WITI to increase and thereby decreased the number of spaces

available for high school vocational students.

At Boys' Vocational High, 631 pupils were enrolled in 1.1. separate train-

ing programs and at Girls' Vocational 342 had enrolled in eight separate

41111111111 1110101POINIMmIllsrmorm

9. The Worcester Industrial Technical Institute will be referred to hence-
fczth as WM. The Institute is actually the 13th and 14th grade technical
school for those students who already have high school diplomas.

10. lor the five year period 1959.64 total enrollments for Boys' Trade and
WIT! combined were: 1959 -60, fe0; 1960.61, 950; 1961- 62,..941: 1962.63, 927;
1963.64, 865.



tram ,prograns. In Table 3 we have listed the 11 counts offered in the

Boys" Vocational sigh and the enrollments in each over a five-year period.

Table 3

111-olimisa=,..B21.3......acrade holt

T1.4611RIALIVEM. Mall 196041, MAL 12.01-11 1963-64

Auto Repairs

Cabinet Melting

Carpentry

Electrical Shop

Machine Shop

Painting & Decorating

Pattern Making

PloAbing

Panting

Sheet Metal

Welding

Totals

140 120 122 109 86

71 62 56 42 49

98 77 61 58 63

137 114 , 101 81 68

248 219 207 191 165

52 51 49 48 35

39 27 31 24 23

50 47 46 31 37

64 52 57 45 44

36 33 34 25 26

51 148 43 43 35

980 840 807 697 631

Sourc t 0 flee records Worcester Boys' Trade.

(It is clear from Table 3 that total enrollments lu each of the trade

courses have declined markadly since 1959. In 1962-63 school officials

followed a policy of counting as meagre of Boys' Vocational High all WrTI

is iiho were enrolled-in these 11 trade courses. There 102 such students

and it was possible to separate t tra m statistically from the high school trade
w

students. However, it was not possible to discover from school officials or



from data provided whether this policy was used in 1960-62. It is certain,

in any case, that the 1959 -60 enrollment figure is for a year prior to the

opening of WITI.. Approximately 100 pupils in eaeh of the years 1960-61 and

1961-62 could have been counted as Boys' Vocational igh students because they

were enrolled in the 11 trade courses rather than in the four technical

courses. In such a case, the enrollment shift from vocational high school

to post high school was not as gradual as first indicated.)

Auto repair, machine shop and electrical shop have been by far the most

popular of the trade offerings. In 195940, 54% of the total Trade School

enrollment was concentrated in these three courses. In 1963 -64, these same

three offerings accounted for about 501 of school enrollment

The Girls' Vocational High School does not break its enrollment figures

down into specific trade courses. It does divide its total enrollment into

Trade, Household Arts, Day Practical Nursing, Evening Practical Nursing, Even-

ing Practical Arts. The Trade division has within it courses in the needle

trades, beauty cultureolood trades and printing. Household Arts is a program

of sewing, cooking and general housekeeping. Evening Practical Arts is a

rather loose assortment of courses and programs in a variety of areas ranging

from needlecraft to Christmas decorating. There are courses designed for

people who hope to interest themselves in one or more domestic hobbies. Total

enrollment in each program area over a three year period is included in Table

4.

The Evening Practical Nursing program was completely dropped in

September 1963. Enrollments in the Trade and Household Arts programs remained

almost frozen over the three-year period. However, there was a noticeable

lucre'se in enrollments in the Day Practical Nursing Program. Its enrollments

11111.4,47104 A"M111111111Wr



Table 4

Enrollments m- Girls' Trade 1961.64

1201:11 MAI 120.2:0

Trade 244 257 254

Household Arts 88 89 88

all1101110 11111

Sub Total 332 346 342

Day Practical Nursing 86 122 120

Evening Practical Nursing 78 48 ...

Evening Practical Arts 1125 1237 1099

0111.111111111. 01111111111111110 ON111111111100

Totals 1621 1753 1461

Source: Office records, David Hall Fanning School for Girls.

jumped from 86 In 1961.62 to 122 in 1962.63 and then remained 4t that level in

1963.64. It is not possible to tell from the data whether the coTrosponding

drop in Evening Practical Nursing enrollments from 78 in 1961.62 to 48 in

1962.63 and then to zero in 1963.64 was the result of a policy decision to

change one or more waning offerings to day offerings. Evening programs,

which do not result in degrees, and the Practical Nursing course, which is in

part tedhalcal and in ;ate cases requiroo * high school diploma for entrance,

will not be included in references to Girls' Vocational High School but will

be treated separately.

The Boys' Vocational School strongly urges all prospective trade students

to seek entrance to the school at the end Of the eighth grade. Students rem

siding in Worcester are selected on the basis of achievement and aptitude

test' results, and their academic record in the school last attended. Students
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residing out of town must fulfill the same requirements and are admitted as

long as there is room for them without crawdtug out local pupils. The State

asks that no pupil with sn IQ below 90 be admitted, though the school may

make exceptions in special circumstances.

. each person entering the school is allowed to select the trade area

which interests him. Since students are requested to transfer to the voca-

tional school at the ninth grade level, the implication is that a fourteen-

yeareolderts career preference determines his type of job training. The

school does permit an individual to try another trade area if at the end of

six months, in the judgment of the instructor, he has not made satisfactory

progress in the area of his first choice.

But, given the young age of those making a choice it appears that the

school counselor is necessarily very important in dete:mining who chooses the

vocational school.

Students enrolling In a given trade course in the ninth grade follow a

carefully laideout four-year program. The first year of such a program in-

volves the individual in shop work and a related shopmoriented curriculum of

a necessarily elementary nature. He then proceeds to successively more com-

plex shop projects and advanced shop- related classroom work. Basic academic

courses are provided concurrently.

The high costs 02 capital equipment necessary for advanced tr g

leads to some difficult problems. Whereas the ninth grade student is easily

accommodated, the eleventh and twelfth graders must share much more limited

facilities. For example since the school finds it relatively easy to provide

every ninth grad, pupil with his own set of type, the ninth grader learning

the printing trade would spend most of his shop time setting up type by hand.



On the other hand, the twelfth grader must spend time operating a linotype

machine, but the school cannot provide a machine for each student, and hence

the students must share the one or two machines available.

in addition to their regular course work, the students provide several

important economic services in the form of maintenance work within the school.

The interior of the school has been repainted by students inthepainting and

decorating program. Its main administrative offices were modernized and en-

larged by students in the carpentry and electricity programs. The machine

shop is regularly serviced by the other trade shops. For example, a broken

machine part would be replaced by the combined efforts of pattern makers,

welders and machinists.

in some cases citizens contract with individual trade work shops in the

school where work performed by the students may vary from manufacture of a set

of chairs to rebuilding an automobile engine. The citizen is charged a mere

10% above the coat of materials.

These various activities augment th4 students' total training program and

give the instructional staff additional information with which to rate the

students' trade abilities. Formal grades and informal report* are transmitted

to the guidance officer, who is actualy a type of employment officer* He

generally spends one day per week out of the school office in search of

current employment opportunities in the local labor market. Me then sends

graduates to prospective erployers for the customary Job interview and

attempt* to keep track of the results of such interviews, recording the

placement of all graduates. The syste of job placement is not formalized,

however, and there can be several alternative methods of placement.



limpXoyers report that their contacts are more often with the shop instruc-

tor than with the guidance officer. Calls to the school for prospective

employees can be directed-to any of the several school officials or teachers

mho come in contact with students who may meet the employers' requirements. In

addition, many of the teachers spend summers in the employ of local firms.

Some are former shop worker. who have become school instructors. In any case,

individual firms are likely to have personal contacts within the school and

rely on these contacts rather than on any formal placement system.

The Girls' Vocational High School is organised and administered along

the same lines as the Boys' Vocational, and admission requirements are the same.

The four year program is comprised of trade work, tred*"related class work and

regular *cadmic work. There is a greater amount of program shifting at the

Girls' Vocational, largely because the hairstyling program to a favorite. But

state law specifies that all trainees in this program be at laic., sixteen years

of age, with the result that many girls enroll in the school at the ninth grade

level and transfer from other trade programs to the hairstyling program when

they reach their sixteenth birthday.

The students at the Girls' Vocational High are also required to offer

their services to the school. They operate their own cafeteria, where all

cooking and serving of meals is done by students enrolled in the household arts

and food programs. Likewise, students .n the dressmaking department contract

with loci _citizens for the making of clothes.

The most important difference In the operations of the two schools lies in

the separate methods of guidance and job placement. Whereas the Boys' Vocational

office ,ally has_ a fullfttimeemployment officer in the person of the guidance

director, the Glirle-Vocational divides the gwidance and placement duties among

the heeds of dirptitments. The Informal contacts between Shop teachers and em'.

PlOYerawhichitris04410heilt ir000ticasit become, in the Girls' VOcatious4 the

legitimate process of employer contact.

arammrAiririmorimisalsommemmimioffirmatteriarantroarsti
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The Worcester Industrial Technical Institute had a total enrollment of

230 pupils in September of 1962. The enrollment in September of 1963 was

234 pupils. For the reason explained above, the school could not supply total

enrollment figures for the first three years of its operation.

The 234 pupils enrolled in WIT! in September of 1963 chose from among 15

training programs offered. These included 11 programs offered to the vocational

bigh school students and four additional programs open only to WITI pupils.

The training programs of and the numbers enrolled in each one are shown

for the 1962063 and 196364 school years in Table 3 below.

Table 5

Enrollments 00 WM 1962064

Auto

Cabinet Melting

Carpentry

rectrical Shop

BlichloA041?

Painting and Decorating

Pattern making

PUMA

-tuti08

Sheet Metal

VeldiNg

I t ins

Electronics

16 27

7 3

6 9

10 10

21

5

4

9

13

6

23

5

8

14

5

5 7

3

Leal Technolon

all
Totals

450

30

20

11

234
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In all, the 11 trade courses had an enrollment of 102 in 1962-63 and 113

in 1963064; that is 44% of those enrolled as WITT students in 1962-63 were in

one of the 11 trade murses offered high school students and in 1963-64, 48%

of all WI students were in litese trade courses.

The most popular of the training programs at WTTI was drafting4, This is

evident from inspection of Table 5. There were 60 students enrolled in this

course in 1963064, twice the number enrolled in electronics, the next most

popular offering.

The selection of students follows the same basic procedures already out-

lined for Boys' Vocational and Girls' Vocational High Schools.

Data which describes the general geographic distribution of the student

body at WITT has already been presented. In addition, it is of some interest

to know from what high schools they have graduated. Some approximate answer

can be, gained by referring to a sample of 74 of the 90 students who graduated

from WITI in 1964. The sample reveals that 5.42 of than were previous gradu-

ates of Boys' Vocational High School. Graduates of the regular high schools in

Worcester accounted for 32.414 graduates of the Catholic high schoos accounted

for 204.2%; and graduates from regular high schools outside the city accounted

for 4211. We cannot identify the high school programs of this 42% but we can

identify the original programs of the 32.41; who attended Worcester high

schools. 6.7% from the college preparatory program, 23% from the general program

and 2.7% from the commercial program comprise the total 32.4%.

Having entered the school, the student is exposed to the same kind of

training program as that of the vocational high school, with one important

difference* VITT students do not take any strictly academic work and there-

fore they complete their training in two years.



The students' contributior4 to the work performed for the school au- school

renovations or shop repairs e- is the, same as that of the& vocational high school

students. Their prOgross is -recorded and transmitted to the school guidance

diractor, and procedures for job placement follow,: In most cases, Moyers

who 14re vocational high school students also hire wrrt students. Except for

the graduates of the drafting program, little distinction is tr.sde by school

officials between nu graduates and vocational high school graduatt

This, in its essentials for the present study, describes the vocational.

training program in *roaster, Massachusetts, What are the costs of this

training program relittive to the costs of regular high school education? It
is to consideitation of this vital question that we to in the next chapter,
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Chapter III

THE COSTS

The Total Direct and Implicit Costs for Worcester Boys' Trade,

WITI, David Hall Fanning School for Girls,

The Regular High Schools.

The Sources of Cost Differences.

Introdatila

The first step in an empirical evaluation of the Worcester vocational

education programs is to calculate the cost of the city's investment in its

entire high school educational system. This calculation will involve com-

puting the investment in WITI, the thirteenth and fourteenth grade technical

school, as well as the investment in the thirteenth and fourteenth grade

Practice), Aursing program, conducted at the Girls' Vocational High School.

The purpose of the evaluation:Is to measure the total private direct and

the total public direct and implicit allocation of resources to the community

high school system, in order to ascertain whether vocational high school

education is relatively more expensive than regular high school education.

Should it appear relatively more expensive, the answers to three further

questions will be sought. First., how many units of regular high school edu-

cation could be bought for one unit of vocational high school education?

Second, what are the specific reasons for the cost differences in the two

systems of education? Ttird, what is the cost of high school-level training

relative to post high school training? To answer this last question the costs

of the MITI program will be computed and then compared with the costs of high

school vocational programs.

The estimates in this study will cot itst12441, private or public opportunity

costs; these will be reserved for another pert of the study. We begin here

with public direct costs.
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During the 196344 school year the total amount expended, on current

account, for the education of public school children in Worcester was

$15,206,550, approximately one third of the city's total budget for the same

fiscal year. Of this total $2,600,228 went to support the four regular high

schools and $1,024,953, the two vocational schools.

Over the five-year period of 1959-64, direct public expenditures, on

current account, for the four regular high schools, grew from approximately

$1,900,000 to approximately $2,600,000. This represents an approximate 37%

increase in the expenditure level. During this same five -year period, ex-

penditures for the Boys' Vocational High School graw by about 25%; expendi-

tures at Girls' Vocational grew by a corresponding 25%.

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, there are several problems connected

with the study of the enrollment data of both Boys' and Girls' Vocational High

and, since per pupil costs 'ire being calciated, these problems carry over

into the present chapter. The total current cost figures for Boys' Vocational

are a recording of the MAW expended in support of 1073 pupils in grades nine

through twelve, and 113 pupils in grades thirteen and fourteen -- the latter

pupils being actually members of WITI, though counted by school officials as

members of the high school because they had chosen courses which were offered

in the ninth through twelfth grade curriculum. They must then be charged a

per pupil cost equal to that of the high school students and that total must

be subtracted from the Boys' Vocational bill. Further, the separation of WITI

costs from Boys' Vocational costs was not efficiently accomplished by voca-

tional school authorities, in fiscal 1964, items which amounted to 21.3% of

the total Boys' Vocational expenditures, on current account, were completely

omitted in the WITI expenditure sheet.

IMIERIMMEMEMEMPI
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The Girls' Vocational High School presents problpms of a similar nature

There were 20 pupils in the hairdressing training program who already held

high school diplomas and whom school authorities did not separate from the

rest of the high school group. The assumption will bq made that the same amount

of money is spent on every pupil who attends the school and the costs of

educating this group of hairdressers will be subtracted from the total cost

of running the Girls' Vocational High. Similarly, the coats of the thirteenth

and fourteenth grade practical nursing programs were separately recorded by

school authorities. It is possible that the method of separation was somewhat

arbitrary, but the school's estimates of costs will have to be taken as the

best approximations to the actual costs.

In computing per pupil costs, the atm is tr, arrive at a measure of the

relative costs of regular and vocational high school training and beyond this,

the total amount of community resources committed to vocational training. The

vocational high schools are organised on a ninth through twelfth grade basis;

the regular high schools, on a tenth through twelfth grade basis. In order

to arrive at some measure of the total amount of resources committed to voca-

tional training, the vocational program must be considered a four-year effort.

To compute per pupil costs, total four-year encollment is diolded by total

four-year costs. However, in order to illustrate just what part of these total

costs support teeth through twelfth graders, the costs of educating these

pupils must be separated from the costs of educating the ninth graders.

It must be assumed that the vocational school spend. as much, per pupil en-

rolled, on the ninth grade Pupils, as it does on the tenth through twelfth

graders. If ninth grade education is actually somewhat cheaper, the result

will be an underestimation of the costs of educating vocational students in

greetss ten through twelve.
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With these necessary calculation© made, Table 6 records the total and

per pupil current costa for the 1063.64 school year.

Table 6

CUrrent Costs for Boys' Trade, Girls' Trade sod the

Regular High Schools in Worcester

School Year 1963.64

Total Current Cost Total
Pupils Per Pupil Current
Enrolled Enrolled Costs

Worcester High Schools
Grades 10 12. 5,756 $452.00 $2,608,228

Boys' Trade Grades
Grades 10 . 12 497 964.50 479,170

Boys' Trade
Grade 9 134 964.50 129,243

Girls' Trade
Oradea 10 12 242 793.00 192,143

Girls' Trade

Grade 9

Totals

100 793.00 79, 300
UNIMINIMON1111.

6,729 $3,488,084

fturc School Words of Worcester Sigh Schools, Boy and Girls' Trade
Schools.

Total enrollsout in Smiles ten through twelve for the Boys' and

Vocational Schools, coibined, was 739. This figure was about 11% of the total

high school forolimost Weever, while the vocational high schools held 11%

of the total high school enrollment, 20% of the total allocation of funds to,

the entire high awl grows went to support vocational education. Obviously,

the current cost estimates indicate that high school vocational education is
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indeed expensive, relative to regular high school education. These estimates

concern only public direct costs; public implicit costs must ultimately be

added. Meanwhile, the enrrent cost estimates for van and the Practical

Nursing Program are presented as the initial step in a comparison of the rela-

tive costs of training at the high school and post high school levels.

Earlier, it was mentioned that school iinthorities had not adequately

recorded all of the costs of operating WITI. For example, no charge was

entered for janitors' services because the Boys' Vocational accounts included

the cost of janitors, and these same janitors serviced both Boys' Vocational

and WIT/. If a per pupil cost of janitors services is computed, some part of

the cost of these shared services can be apportioned to WITI. When the same

is done for each of the items omitted from the WITI cost sheet, the total cost

to WITI of services received from Boys' Vocation is $35,282 for 1963-64.

Including this figure in the computation of per pupil costs, it is found that

the current cost per pupil enrolled it the four technical courses, for the

1963=64 school year, was $1093. The total current cost, then, was $132,327

for the same year. These two figures apply only to the four technical courses

with a total enrollment of 121. The other 113 WITI students, enrolled in one

of the eleven trade courses, are considered to have been trained at a cost

of $964.50 per pupil, the same cost as that for the high school trade student.

The total current cost for training the total WITI class of 113 trade codzse

students and 121 technical course students is reached by adding the costs for

each part of the program.

The current costs of the Practical Nursing Program are computed directly

from data compiled by school authorities. The current costs of this program

differ markedly from the current costs of all other vocational programs. The
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fi#ure of $457 per pupil s al eost identical with that of regular high school

costs. The CUOMO for the marked differences in cost will be dealt with later

in this chapter. Table 7 presents a summery of enrollments, per pupil costs

and total costs on current account, for WIT! and for the Practical Nursing

Program at Girls' Vocational nigh*

Table 7

Current Costs for WITI and Practical Nursing Program at Girls' Trade

School Year 1963.64

W u As 4 Technical
Progtsms

WITI m 11 Trade
Programs

Total WITI

Practical Nursing et
Girls' Trade

Total Pupils Current Costs Per
gnrolled Pupil Nnrolled

Total Om-
rent Costs

121 $ 1093 $ 132,327

113 964 108 9813

234 a $ 241,315

120 $ 457 $ 54,867

Source: Office Records of WITI and Girls' Trade.

lidatsjaguassigu

To these estimates of current coats implicit public costs must now be

added* The analysis is based on the work of T. Schultalland P. Nachlup.12

Following Schultz, io computing comarative per pupil costs, yearly outlays

for nem plants and equipment have been omitted. The per pupil costs deal only

11* Introduction P. 6.

12. mi. Introduction P. 6.



with matt t ac is done in order to avoid wide variations in

per pupil cost d be due solely to the large capital outlays which

occur only at infrequent intervals. However, implicit rent and capital charges

and a property tax loss estimate can be addled to these per pupil items.

Schultz estimates the implicit rent on buildings, grounds and equipment

as S% of the book value of this physical property. His estimate assumes no

depreciation or obsolescence on land but 2% per annum on buildings and improve-

ments and 10% per anaum on the value of equipment. Further, 15% of the value

of physical property is attributed to land, 15% is attributed to equipment and

70% to buildings and improvements. The interest rate is assumed to be 5.1%4

thus for $100 of assets:

Interest charge 5.1% $ 5.10

Depreciation and Obsolescence

a) Buildings and improvements

70% x 2% $ 1.40

b) Equipment lin it 15% 1.50

$ 8.00 gig 8%

In the present estimate, the Schultz 5.1% interest charge per as um will

be applied to the full fair market value of physical property. The 2% per

annum depreciation rate on buildings will be maintained. This depreciation

rate will be applied to the estimated replacement costs of school buildings.

Replacements costs will be computed by using the average per pupil cost for new

school buildings erected during the 1963064 fiscal year. The 10% straight line

depreciation method using the Espiessia coats of equipment is employed to

calculate an obsolescence charge.



Replacement costs for new buildings and equipment are used because school

inventory sheets cannot be utilized in estimating depreciation charges. The

schools recorded all purchases of equipment in current dollars at the time of

purchase. Moreover, the buildings are not new and the currently assessed

valuation of them is an estimate for structures 30 or more years old. The

Schultz estimate of a 50 -year life span for buildings was based on a nation-

wide sample of school buildings and represented an average expected life span

for the national stock of school buildings. Since the specific situation of

Worcester is being dealt with, the best procedure appears to be to ()satiate the

replacement costs of the school buildings under consideration, then to assign

a 50*year expected life span to these hypothetical new school buildings and

depreciate them at a rate of 2% per annum. The estimate of replacement costs

is based on a sample of new schools constructs(' in the state of Massachusetts

during the 196344 fiscal year. Costs per pupil were computed for sub-samples

of vocational high schools and regular high schools. The average per pupil

cost for new equipment and the average per pupil cost for new buildings was

next computed. These per pupil costs were then related to the size of the

Worcester vocational and regular high school enrollments in order to arrive

at the anal tatimateo

The depreciation charge is higher than it would be if the 2% per annum

rate had been applied to the listed book value of school buildings in Worcester,

However, the 2% rata **somas a 50 -year life span4 certainly much longer than

the expected life span of tils current buildings.

Finally, the vocetionAl school calculation will employ different weights,

67% of total value being atfttbuted to buildings* 25% to equipment and 8% to

lend* For $10 0 of assets tho vocational school calculation takes this form:
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Intareat Charge 5 1% 1" $5.10

Depsvmlation and Obsolescence (using
Egasessat costs)

a) Buildings and Improvements

67% x 2% r 1.34

b) Bquipment

10%. x 25% me 2.50

$R.94 8.94%

Yor the rippler high schools, the charge of 8% it maintained, with the only

change being the use of replacements costs for depreciation charge estimates.

Property tax losses are computed by applying the present Worcester

property tax rate, in full value terms, to the full fair market value of

school buildluga and grounds. This full market value la computed by the

city, which uses procedures of the Massachusetts State Department of Corpora-

tions and Taxation. The Worcester property tax rate in 1964 was $53 per

thousand. Mote that if enough of a city's taxable property is tax-exempt,

this computation would overestimate tax losses because inclusion of this

property would,, to some extent, reduce the tax rate for a given level of ex-

penditures.) Pm the school and fiscal year 1963-64, our computations yield

the following reaultst

Table 8

Total Implicit'. Rent mad Tax 8xamption Costs for Worcester High

Ochools1 Boys' Trade, Girls' Trade.

Worcester
High Schools Boys' Trade Girls' Trade Total Trade

$ 34 70 $ 142,925 $ 60 646 $ 203,571Implicit Rant

Cost of VAX
1:00141011011 121, IN00 70,596 25,175 95,771

sources: 1) Mr f ter 1/41fficts of the Assessor.
2) Office Itecordi, Vac t Cali and regular High Schools.
3) Hass. State trapartme at of Vucation Department of School

Building Ass Wane*.
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The costs listed in Table 8 are total costs for each school or group of

schools oonsidsred. Thus the implicit rent charge of $341,870 is the total
for all fozo high schools. The Boys' Vocational cotw.s include WITI. The

GU* 1.1 Vocational coats include the Practical Nursing'programs. Therefore,

a per pupil cost will be computed in every case ond the respective school

urolbsnts be used to apportion these costs. It is assumed that every

individual *MUMS full time day school in grades n1 a through fourteen

shares in these cote. We do not .l de MA enrollees or evelliug school

students. In Table 9, below, the results of these calculations are recorded.

Table 9

Total and Per Pupil Implicit Rent and Tax Exemption Costs for
Worcester High Schools, Boys' Trade, Girls' Truk,

will* Practical Nursing

Worcester High Schools

7.2111.9211,1 StabOLIMAL
Implicit Sant 341,870 $ 59.50

Tax Exemptions 121,900 q:1.00

Bois' Trade School

Total Costs Total Cost Total Cost Cost
.20Atikt. 12:110.9nd, 12.4.11202ttit. Per Nal

ImPlici Rent $22,000 t2,0 $ 38,500 $165

Tex Exeript
tions 10,850 40,000 19,000 81

Girls' Trade School

Bslisit Runt

Tex Exemptions

Total Costs Total Cost
.20.2t04. 12:120.2041

$ 13 000

5,450

31,400

13,300

Total Cost Cost

12.6JA0.9101 likt&ELL

$ 15,600 $ 130.00

6,450 54.50
So seces: 11! C10 of Worcester, Office of the Assessor

2) Office Records# Vocations] and Regular High Schools
3) Mass. State Dwt. f Itglucation, Dept. of School Building

Assistance.
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The per pupil implicit rent charge in the regular high schools was

$59.50 per pupil. The tax exemption cost was $21 per pupil. These costs

were considerably lower than the per pupil costs for the vocational schools.

The Boys' Vocational High School had an implicit rout charge which totalled

$165 per pupil end a tax exemption cost of 481 per pupil. The implicit rent

charge was more than 2302; of the regular high school charge and the tax ex-

emption cost almost four times that of the regular high schools. Implcit

rent at the Girls' Vocational High School was $130 per pupil and the tax ex-

emption charge $54.50 per pupil. Just as in the case of Boys' Vocational,

implicit costs et Girls' Vocational were considerably more than those at the

regular high schools°

This method of allocating implicit costs points out an important problem.

In estimating replacament costs, only the member of pupils enrolled in the

ninth through fourteenth grades could be used. This was necessary in so

far as new sohoOls are designed to accommodate a core of daytime students.

TheIVOrOesterVocational High Schools were not established as HDTA training.

centers, and *tile fuller utilisation of existing facilities lowers the

capital charge to each faoction, the existence of the core daytime student

body ti probably 4 necessary condition for the MA and evening programs.

The estiMites of iMplicit costs OoMplete the task of calculating public

direct anoriwgicit 'costs ftir thosieltOtoester sehools being studied. Direct

private-Costs 'remain to be completed. A summary table of calculations to

this point fottows.
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Table 10

Total Public Per Pupil Costs -ft Regular High Schools,

Boys' Trade, Girls' Trade, WITI,

Practical Nursing at Girls' Trade School Year 1963-64

Current Caste

Implicit Rent

Property tax
loss

Totals

Regular Nigh
School Cost Par
Pupil Enrolled

$452.00

59.50

21.00

Boys' Trade
Cost

Pew Pupil

$964

165

81

essialislaNIONSONMINiebase OVIIIIMPOININam

$532.50 $1210

Girls' Trade
Cost

Per Pupil
NTT Cost
Per Pupil

Practical
Nursing

Cost
Per Pupil

$793 $1028a $457

130 165 130

54.50 81 54.50

$977.50 $1274 $641.50

Source: 1) City of Worcester, Office of the Assessor
2) Office records, Vocational and Regular High Schools
3) Mass. State Dept. of Education, Department of School

Building Assistance.

a. This estimate of WITI current costs is a simple average of the two cost
estimates given earlier. It is an average of the $964 Zigure which applies
to WITI students in the Trade courses and the $1093 estimate which applies
to those Mt students in the four technical courses,

Table 10 yields a partial answer to two questions posed at the outset of

this chapter. Comparing the public per pupil costs for the regular high

schools with those for the vocational high schools, it is clear vocational

education is considerably more expensive. The regular high schools spent

$532 per pupil while the Boys' and Girls' Vocational High Schools spent

respectively, $1210 per pupil and $977 per pupil. The Boys' Vocational costs

ran 2.3 times those of the regular high school,, while the Girls' Vocational

costs were 1.8 times those of the high schools. The total public per pupil

costs of WTI were $1274, ulx $64 per pupil higher_than-BoySI Vocational

costs. The costs of the Practical Nursing Program were $641 per pupil, about

one half those of WITI.
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It was stated at the outset of this chapter that if vocational education

were more expensive than regular high school education, it would be of interest

to discover how many units of regular high school education could be bought

for one unit of vocational education. The cost ratios listed in Table 10 only

partially answer this question. It would appear that 2.3 unite of regular high

school education could be bought for one unit of Boys' Vocational education.

Similarly, 1.8 units of regular high school training could be purchased for

one unit of Girls' Vocational education. The actual cost ratio between

vocational training and high school education is probably much higher than

these 2.3 to 1 or 1.8 to 1 ratios would indicate. It is probably safe to say

that a unit of purely vocational training would cost much more than a unit

of vocational education which includes elements of regular high school educa-

tion.

Direct Private Goats

In the ordinary dayisto day life of the school, students must purchase

certain necessary goods and services which may include only the minimum of

pencils and note paper. In most cases individuals face fairly regular pocket

expenses for such items as tickets to athletic events, midafternoon snacks

or gasoline for automobile transportation. If a student wishes to participate

fully in school activities, he may even find it necessary to rent formal

clothing for a school dance. An accurate accounting of all such costs would

require careful review of the individual budgets of all students enrolled in

the Worcester high schools and vocational schools in 1963-64. Needless to

day, such an accounting is not feasliAse. Rather, the methods of T. Schultz,

previously employedo will be used again in order to estimate these costs.
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Schultz estimates schoolorelated costs to be 5% of income foregone during

the school year. If his method for estimating foregone earnings is used and

5% of that figure is taken as an estimate of school- related costs, the total

cost to high school students for 196344 *ms $56 per pupil. Income foregone

by high school students in 196344 was $1120 per pupil and 5% of this figure

yields a direct private cost estimate of $56. The same method applied to

those attending WITI or the Practical Nursing Program yields a cost estimate

of $121 per pupil. The cost estimate of $56 per pupil is added to the public

cost estimates for regular high school and the vocational achools. The

result is that total public and private direct and implicit costs add to

$588 per pupil for the regular high schools, $1266 per pupil for Boys'

Vocational High School and $1033 per pupil for Glr ls' Vocational High School.

The private cost estimate of $121 per pupil for those attending WIT! or the

Practical Nursing Program, brings these total costs to $1395 per pupil for

WITI and $762 per pupil for Practical Nursing.

If total private direct cost are added to the costs for regular and

vocational high schools, then it is found that Boys' Vocational is 2.15 times

as expensive as regular high school and Girls' Vocational is 1.75 tittles as

expensive. WITI costs are now $129 per pupil higher than Boys' Vocational

costs and the Practical Nursing Program is now 55% as expensive as WIT! pro-

grams.

Th Sources of

The next step in this study of costs is to seek some explanation for

the fact that, high school education at both Boys' Vocational LEM Girls'

Y/ocational is considerably more expensive than regular high school educa-

tion and the cost og Practical Hurting programs is far below those of any



other vocational training program. Table 11 contains a complete summary of all

current expenditures for the 1963 -64 school year for the regular high schools,

Boys' Vocational High and Girls' Vocational High.

Considering only the 1963.64 academic year, we place the regular High

School budget alongside that of the Boys' and Girls' Vocational Schools. The

allocation of funds within the various school functions is remarkably similar.

The Boys' Vocational School devoted 6201, of its budget to teachers' salaries

and 77.9% to wages and salaries in total. The Girls' 1:ocational School allo-

cated 72% of its budget to teachers' salaries and 86.2% to wages and salaries

in total. The regular high schools devoted 63% of their budget to teachers'

salaries and 04.2% to wages and salaries in all. The difference between the

systems lay in the emphasis placed on guidance and auxiliary services. The

Boys' Vocational High School devoted only 2.3% of its budget to the support of

personnel providing guidance, library and health services. The regular high

schools allocated 8.9% of their budgets to the same three services. The fact

that Boys' Vocatione had only one man In charge of all guidance and placement

is questionable in view of the importance of placing vocational graduates in

jobs. The total per pupil expenditure for these three services was $23 at

Boys' Vocational and $40 at the regular high schools. The Girls' Vocational

had its own method of individual departmental guidance and placement and

employed no guidance personnel; and in its effort to keep costs low it also

sacrificed the services of a school librarian. It received health services

from the, same personnel that instructed students in the several health training

programs. The cost of these services, as well as the cost of informal guidance

by department heads, meld be some pert of the total salaries paid these

instructors. Unfortunately, no figures are available to estimate total time

spent by these instructors in the performance of guidance or health duties,
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so it is not possible to determine what percentage of their salary should be

considered remuneration for guidance or health services rendered.

Two other cost items should be mentioned before discussing the main

source of cost differences. First, the else of the vocational expenditure for

water and electrical power is mute greater than the regular high school expendi-

ture. The Boys' Vocational High School spent $18.80 per pupil. The regular

high schools spent the comparatively small sum of $5.10 per pupil. This is

due to the particular nature of the trade schools. The large quantities of

machine tools necessary to train students also require considerable quantities

of electrical power. Second, cafeteria and athletics expenses at the regular

high schools were $30.80 per pupil utile the Boys' Vocational expenses were

$97 per pupil. The regular public schools have their own food warehouses and

this cost difference may reflect large economies to scale in the buying and

preparing of cafeteria food. Further, there may be large fixed costs associated

with the running of competitive athletics.

However, 637 of the absolute difference in public direct current costs

is attributable to one budget item. That budget item is teachers' salaries.

The Boys' Vocational High School spent $685 per pupil for teachers. Girls'

Vocational spent $570 per pupil. But the regular high schools spent only $285

per pupil. The differences in teacher cost may' result from the more intensive

use of labor in the vocational schools and the somewhat higher wage rate paid

vocational teachers.

The more intensive use of labor is reflected in the pupil-teacher ratios

evident in the vocational schools. In Table 12, below, the pupil-teacher

ratios for the four regular high schools are compared with those of the

vocational schools.



Table 12

PupiloTescher Ratios for the Regular High Schools

Boys' Trade Girls' Trade, 1963-64

Classical High 20.6/1

Commerce High 18.5/1

North High 22/1

South High 22.5/1

Worcester Boys' Trade

Girls' Trade

Trades & Household

Source: Office records of the respecttve schools.

The average pupil teacher ratio for the four regular high schools is

20.9/1. This is almost one half that of the vocational high schools. In other

words, the vocational schools employ two teachers for every 25 pupils, while

the regular high schools use but one and one fifth. This intensive labor use

seems to be necessitated by the type of courses beins taught. Indtwidual help

with shop or projects probably requires extra peoples, and the presence of

expensive machine equipment requires more supervisory functions for those in

charge. If ways could be found to better utilize vocational teachers, the

schools most expensive resource, total wage costs might be drastically reduced.

If the vocational schools had the same pupil teacher ratio as the regular high

schools, 61% of the differences in teacher costs would be eliminated. Since

teachers' salaries account for 63% of total cost differences, 38% of total

cost differences would be eliminated. The remaining 39% of increased teaching

costs is due to the higher salaries paid vocational education teachers. The

average salary for vocational teachers in 1963-64 was $7,280 per year. The

average salary of the regular high school teacher was 416,000 per year.



The higher salary paid vocational teachers should reflect the fact that

his opportunity costs are higher than those of the high school teacher. He is

a skilled worker in a field in which labor is supposedly in short supply. He

should be able to earn a salary equal to that of the average skilled worker in

his trade. A sample of salaries for eight, of the eleven trades taught in the

vocational school revealed that in 1963-64 the average skilled worker in

Worcester earned $5,800 over twelve months,. There is no convenient way to

estimate the possible transfer wage of the regular high school teacher. It

may be that his transfer wage is considerably lower than this $5,800 figure.

On the other hand, this $5,800 salary is for a twelve-month period and the

vocational teacher earns $7,280 over nine months. It appears, therefore, that

the high wage paid vocational teachers is tge result of: 1) the current

interest in public formal training and retraining courses, 2) the labor in-

tensive methods of instruction used in these courses, 3) the scarcity of

people with the vocational teacher's combined talents.

The importance of labor intensive methods of instruction in raising

direct costs is best illustrated by considering the Practical Nursing program.

As has been stated, its direct costs were considerably lower than the direct

costs of all other vocational programs. Investigation reveals that Its pupil-

teacher ratio was 20/1 rathcr than the 12.6/1 ratio common to Boys' and Girls'

Vocational High Schools. Clearly, as in the case of the regular high ectiools

the cause of cost differences lies chiefly in the method of instruction which

is not as labor intensive as that employed in Boys' and Girls' 'Vocational High

Schools.
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In this chapter all private direct and public direct and implicit costs

associated with regular high sdhoolt; with tho trade schools and with the

thirteenth and fourteenth grade technical schools have been computed in order

to arrive at the cost of high school vocational education relative to the cost

of regular high school education. The cost of Boys' Vocational High School

programs ran 2.3 times those of ordinary high school. If only public direct

and implicit costs were compared, If private direct costs were added to the

comparison, Boys' Vocational High School was still 2.1 times as expensive as

regular high school, if public direct and implicit costs were compared. Adding

private direct coats to the comparison left the Girls' Vocational High School

1.75 times as expensive as regular high school. All of these costs were ex-

pressed in current dollars.

The reason for cost variations between the programs were explored and

it was found that differences in teachers' salaries and pupil-teacher ratios

were the main source of cost differences. The coot of WITI programs ran about

the same as Boys' Vocational program cost. Voweverp the Practical Nursing

program at Girls' Vocational High was much cheaper, a higher pupiletrcher

ratio in this program accounting for most of the cost saving.

1111111111111111111



Chapter IV

THE EINIPIT0011T MINSIDERVION

acing the Investa:At in High 3chool Vocational Education with

L;4e Investment in Reauler High Stlhovl Education and with WIT!

Inaggslipn

The educational budget can be viewed, n one sense, as a monetary con-

straint imposed from a higher governmental level. Educatory in decision-

making positioned. having received a limited aeunt of money, met decide how

to apportion it optimally among the various typeN of educational programs. The

standard rule to be followed in such a situation is simple: if there is only

one constrained financial resource and one category of benefits, then the rate

of net benefit per dollar of the constrained funds moat be maximized.

The required maximization can be achieved by comptvAng ratios of benefits

to costs for each educational project or program. The programs are ranked,

priority being given to the one in which net benefits exceel costs by the

largest margin. The selection of programs is then made in tha order of priority,

continuing until the limited budget funds are exhausted. The a:m is to maximize

total net gain.

When the Worcester vocational school program is compared with the regular

high school program, Worcester educators are faced with a maximization problem

of the type just described. The else of tho total school budget is limited by

several variables Which include the ability of the city to raise funds through

taxation, ".ha desire of the citizenry to support public education and the

number of public services which compete for municipal funds.
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Given the final school budget end the necessity of maximising total

benefits, educators in Worcester must decide whether to allocate more of their

funds to vocational education. This chapter and most of the remainder of the

study will be concerned with this d,ci.sion aad its results.

BtaditzcsALJ93.1Le
lisssmolualValthegla

The decision Aker is faced with the choice of these two alternative

forms of investment in education and must decide which is the more profitable.

In order to establish some criterion for choice, the technique of discounting

costs and returns can be employed. The decisionmaker discounts the streams

of returns and the streams of costs for each of the investments. The social

rate of discount is assumed to be the market rate of interest and not to

change over the course of time. If the discounted stream of returns from

the investment in education does not equal the discounted costs, at that

market rate, the project would not be worth undertaking.

Proceeding on the assumption that the discounted stream of returns does

Indeed outweight the costs in both cases under consideration, the decision-

maker would pick that project in which the discounted returns outweighed the

costs by the larger amount. For example, if at that market rate, the returns

to one i,roject were three times the costs, and the returns to a second

project were twice the cost, the limited funds at the dispose of the decision-

maker would go for support of the first project.

When the problem of choosing between regular and vocational high school

is approached* this same technique helps to indicate a choice. For the

purpose of arriving at a reasoned conclusion, it can ha assumed that four

years of regular high school and graduattou bring a certain stream of returns

1001101110MAMAittollWWWWOMimmaimMINIMM
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in tLs forge of income over and above what is earned by the person who

termdmates his schooling at the end of eight years. The high school program

also involves certain costs. If this stream of additional returns is dis-

counted back and equated wIth the discounted coats, a given ratio of benefits

to costs is obtained. Presumably that ratio is greater than one, and thus,

for illustrative purposes, it can be three. Hence, benefits outweigh costs

in the ratio of three to one, and high school education is definitely worth

undertaking,

If vocational high sobool education is considered as an alternative to

regular hi school education certain conditions must be met in order to make

-this investment equally attractive. It is assumed that graduation following

four years of attendance at vocational school re, $ts in a stream of returns

over and above what is earned by the person who terminate& his schooling at

the end of eight years, and that this stream of additional returns is

identical to the stream accruing to the regular high school graduate. Then,

if each year of vocational education coats twice as much par pupil as

regular high school education, discounting back the same stream of returns

at the same market rate of interest, and comparing it with a discounted

stream of costs which differ. In each period by a factor of two, results in a

benefitatcost ratio lower than that: of the regular high school. Thus, if

vocational education costs are greater in each period than regular high school

costs, the benefiteicost ratio for the regular high school will be higher4

The decisionmimaker would therefore invest in regular high school as long as

this situation continued.

However, this would hold only if the benefit streams being discounted

were identical. As long as the costs for vocational education remained

greater than the coats for regular higb school education, the latter would

Migiak.NIMMInINIMMINIMM1.11.21/1111MINIMIIMINIMIffieliMONIEWSNIMMEMOIMIIMMONNIMIERANSIMINIMMENMMIWIVIMMINN.MMM
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remain the preferred alternative. The costs would have to be identical for

the vocational education to appear as an equally attractive investment.

The situation just described is the simplest of the set of possible

alternatives the decisionwmaker would actually face. If the streams of extra

returns are no longer assumed to be identical, -- and there is, in fact, good

reason to assume that they would *not be identical -- the problem becomes much

more complex.

The most obvious qualification is that introduced by a consideration of

vitt Ion va, toe a Oratduatzt of tile regular high school may have the alter-

native of continuing their education into college, while vocational school

graduates are necessarily involved in what is designed to be terminal

occupational training. Some part of the extra returns which accrue to the

individual who continues into college and perhaps graduLtes, as against the

individual who seeks employment immediately upon completion of high sch41

must be attributed to the high school education of the former. This extra

return to high school education would be the return for serving as a necessary

condition for college entrance.

Further, the vocational school graduate who enters the labor market

after graduation may receive a greater stream of benefits them the individual

who graduates from regular high school but does not go on to college. While

some part of these extra benefits would have to be attributci to vocational

education for serving as a necessary condition for entrance into more

lucrative jobs, the remainder would have to be attributed to the training he

has already received*

13/
For a discussion of the notion of educational options, see B. Weisbrod,

lama Benefits..



Thus it appears that the benefit streams from the two types of education

will differ. it is already known that the costs differ. The question to be

answered remains basically the same: Under what new set of conditions will

the vocational education appear as attractive an Investment as that of regular

high school?

The decision maker can consider the vocational investment relative to the

entire regular high school investment or relative to the terminal regular

high school investment. It is assumed that rather than comparing the

vocational school investment with the entire regular high school investment,

the decisimmaker eompara it only with that of the high school which is

terminal. This assumption eliminates the need for attempting to determine

what part of the extra returns resulting from college education should be

imputed to the regular high school stream of benefits as additional. Instead,

the decision-maker has to choose between a vocational education program and

a regular high school program, the graduates from both of which will enter

the labor market.

Given that vocational education is more expensive and that investment in

regular high, school in profitable, then the choice between the two investments

will be a natter of inilifference if and only if, the vocational education

generates au income stream which lies above that which the regular high

school generates, and the present value of she differences in these two

streams is just, equal to the present value of the differences in the costs of

the two programs.

Thus, explicitly, If at a given social rate of discount the investment

n regular high school education has, a benefitacost ratio of 3 to 1 and the

above condition is satisfied, the vocational investment will also have a
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benefit cost ratio of 3 to 1. If the present value of the differences in these

streams is greater than the present value of the differences in the costs,

the vocational investment is more profitable than the regular high school

investment. If the present value of the differences in benefits is less than

the present value of the differences in costs, the vocational education is

less profitable.

Considering only public direct and implicit costs and private direct

costs, educating pupils at the Boys' Vocational School costs 2.13 times as

much as the regular high school. The same calculation applied to the Girls'

Vocational School shows it to be 1.75 times as much. The Absolute difference

in these costs is $678 per pupil per year in the case of the Boys' Vocational

School and $445 per pupil per year in the case of the Girls' Vocational

School. if it is assumed that these cost differentials are maintained over

the four required years at, the respective schools, then during that period

$2712 extra would be spent in educating pupils at Boys' Vocational School

and $1780 extra would be spent educating pupils at Girls' Vocational. In a

comparison of these cost differentials with the differences in benefits, the

absolute magnitudes would have to be discounted.

Two questions remain. First, should foregone earnings be included in

the calculation of costs?IhoWW1104a Second, given the appropriate discounted cost

differences, are the earnings of vocational graduates such that the two

types of high school education are equally profitable?

There are really two possible answers to the first question. We could

argue that since schooling is compulsory, actual foreiOne earnings for high

schoOlers Are zero and should not be considered. Alternativelys, we could

argue that since foregone earnings for students at any of the I" i schools
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are approximately equal, we are justified in factoring these cons aut. AgaiLi.

we would then concern ourselves only with public direct and hmplicit costs,

and private direct casts.

The other possible answer is to say that foregone earnings are an integral

part of the total resource costs of education. As such, they cannot be

eliminated from cost- benefit considerations.

In either case, as long as foregone earnings for the respective groups

of students are the same, the absolute difference in costs remains unchanged.

However, if foregone earnings for male and female regular high school students

are greater than foregone earnings for the two counterpart groups of

vocational school students, inclusion of them would reduce the absolute

difference in costs. If foregone earnings for the vocational students were

higher than, the corresponding foregone earnings of regular high school

students, inclusion of them would increase the absolute difference in costs.

In this study foregone earnings are taken to be the same for the respective

groups.

The second question can only be answered by a careful analysis of the

earnings of vocational and regular high school graduates. This study uses

two separate pieces of information In an attempt to gain a partial answer.

191101LteS21452110111328atoblinalifl
One part of the answer is revealed by looking at the differential in

starting wages that exists between those graduates of Worcester Boys'

Vocational High School hired locally and the graduates of the ragular higL.

school hired at the same firms.

The differentials in starting wages are taken from a sample of twelve

firbs in the Worcester labor markets, All twelve firms were engaged in



manufacturing and were primarily interested in hiring workers as machine

operators. The firms had all hired graduates from the vocational school

during the June 1964 -- June 1965 period. The firms also hired, as machine

operators, regular high school graduates, some of whom had just completed

their schooling. Some had already graduated from high school and were in the

labor market at the time of their hire. Obviously0 this latter group was

composed of the previously unemployed and those moving from other firms.

Total employment in this group of twelve firma, in 1964, was 9500 or 23% of

the total of 41,000 employed in manufacturing within the Worcester Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area.. In Table 13, below, the starting wage paid

vocational school graduates is compared with the starting wage paid regular

high school graduates.

In the two largest firms, vocational school graduates and regular high

school graduates received almost identical starting wages. The vocational

school graduate received a 41 per hour premium, about 2% more than the

regular high school graduate. In the smaller firms, the vocational graduate

received a slightly higher premium for his advanced training. However,

28/ per hour was the largest premium paid.

The 4/ per hour differential would result in a $1.60 per week premium

for a forty-hour week or $82 per year for a fifty -week year. The same sort

of calculation reveals that the 13t per hour differential would amount to a

premium of $260 per year. The 184 per hour differential would result in a

yearly premium of $360, while the 284 per hour differential would result in

a premium of $560 per year. Finally, the 25t per hour differential would

produce a premium of $500 per year.

It is clear from this set of data that differentials on both the cost

and benefit sides exist. Given these differentials, if some assumptions
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about the shape of the two competing benefit streams are made, it is possible

to deduce a set of implications which should aid the decision-making process.

First, it is assumed that the starting wage differential remains constant

and then a attempt is made to find how many years it would take before the

discounted stream of differential benefits is equal to the discounted stream

of differential costa. In performing this calculation the social rate of

discount can be varied in order to take account of the diversity of opinion

which exists on the question of which discount rate is correct. Since the

starting differentials vary among the firms, given a rate of discount, the

length of time necessary to equate present values will vary between firms.

The rate of discount is always the same rate wh4ch would have to be used in

the calculation of the over-all respective profitability of regular high

school or of vocational high school.

With the necessary calculations, it is found that at a 5% rate of

discount, and $80 per year differential maintained over the entire working

life, would not be sufficient to equate the present value of these extra

returns with the present value of the extra cost of vocational education.

The $260 differential would equate the present value of extra costs and

returns in approximately 17 years, while the $360 differential would equate

these present values in li years. With the differential of $560, the present

values could be equated in just over 6 years, and the $500 differential would

bring about this result in 7 years.

At a 10% rate of discount, neither the $80 pev year differential nor the

$260 per year differential would be sufficient to equate the present values.

The $360 differential could result in equating of the present value of extra

costs and returns after 30 years. The $560 differential now would take
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10 years to equate the present values instead of just over 6, while the $500

differential would take 12 years instead of 7.

Table 14

Number of Years Wage Differentials would have to Remain,

In order for the Present Value of Extra Costs to be

Equal to Present Value of Extra Returns',

ju.sfir 5% 10%
Rate of Discount Rate of Discount

80 Never Equated Never Equated

260 17 Bever Equated

360 11 30

560 6 1/6 10

500 7 12

Sourcez Independent Field Survey.

Hence, at a 5% rate of discount, all starting wage lifferentials except

the $80 differential are large enough to make vocational education an

investment at least equally as attractive an investment as high school

education. However, this conclusion holds only if the decision-maker's

horizon is the entire working life of the graduate. If the decision maker has

a limited horizong, that is to say, requires that the present value of extra

returns be equal to the present value of extra costs within a specified time

periods-the conclusions no longer hold.

If the decision -maker requires that the present values be equated within

5 years from the time of graduation, clearly, none of the differentials

presented here Would be sufficient. A ten-year horizon would allow the
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decisionftmsker to invest in vocational education in some cases, while a

fifteen-year horizon would allow investment in a wider set of circumstances.

That is, with a 5% rate of discount, a 10-year horizon would allow the decision-

maker to choose vocational education in zhoie cases where the differential was

$500 or $560 per year. A fifteen-year horizon would allow the decision-maker

to include a $360 differential. With a 10% rate of discount, the $500 and

$560 differential is still sufficient, provided a 15 -year horizon is used.

There is, in fact, good reason to employ a limited horizon and to question

whether the starting wage differential will remain constant.

Since vocational education is, In part, a substitute for on-the-job

training, the extra return the vocational graduate receives relative to that

of the regular high school graduate employed in the same trade, is, in part,

the return to that training( Under perfectly competitive conditions in the

labor market,
14

the difference in starting wages would indeed represent the

return to investment in training. The untrained high school graduate

entering the trade would have to bear the entire cost of training in the form

of lower wages; hence the vocational graduate would be receiving a differ

ential which represented that training advantage. Unfortunately, perfectly

competitive labor markets are not usual and each firm can compete for trainees

by offering different cost-sharing arrangements to newly-hired trainees. The

extra return given the vocational graduate is probably closer to a premium

paid for his diploma than a premium paid for his training alone. For example,

the fix* may assume the vocational graduate is less mobile than the regular

'NOV ANIIIMINIIINE111101111011.111111111111MIP

14/
G. Becker, 2.2. cit.
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high school graduate even though it bears part of the cost of training the

regular high school graduate and perhaps reduces the actual differential for

training already received, the firm might choose to add to the vocational

graduate's starting salary because there was lees chance of his easily

migrating.

Whatever the starting differential between the vocational graduate and

the untrained high school graduate in the same trade, it is reasonable to

assume it would decrease with time. As the regular high school graduate was

trained on the job,, his earnings would increase until at some future time

the difference in the level of skill between the two men would have ceased to

exist. From that time differences in earnings between the men would have to

be attributed to a set of variables entirely divorced from the training

process.

If the starting differentials decreased with time so that at the end of

five years the differential no longer existed, the decisionmpker would then

treat vocational education as an investment equally as attractive as regular

high school education ifs and only if, at the end of that specified period the

present value of the extra returns were again equal to the present value of

extra costs.

It is possible to assume that the two wage rates will converge in a

carefully specified manner, but such assumptions are merely illustrative of

the problem. For example, it can be assumed that the vocational graduate

enjoys an initial wage advantage over the regular high school graduate in

the same trade, which decreases over five years along a path which can be

traced by simply depreciating that initial differential, using the straight-

line technique: It can then be shown15 that at either a 5% or a 10% rate
*ININAIIIIMPOMMIMIEINOMMwialwalivommilIONIMININIOMMINEOMIsm

12/ See Appendix t
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of, discount, none of the starting differentials observed in this study would

suffice to equate present values of costs and benefits. Even when the length

cf the iepreciation period is extended to ten years, the starting differentials

are still not sufficient to equate present values.

All of this implies that if the vocational investment is going to be a

more attractive one than the investment in high school education, the wage

differential should either be higher initially or perhaps increase with time.

The possibility of these wage differentials widening over the course of the

years should depend on the internal wage structure and upgrading policies of

the firm. The policies will be discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter.

It must be pointed out that this study of etarting salaries can, at

best, only begin to investigate the value of the investment in vocational

education. It is, after all, only the first year of a lifetime of work which

could last 47 years. This would be the oaximum working life of anyone who

graduated at 18 years of age, and worked until the normal retirement age of

65 without suffering any periods of unemployment or temporary removal from

the labor force. Further, it must be pointed out that these starting

salaries of the vocational graduate are compared only with those of regular

high school graduates who have been hired in a partitular part of the manu-

facturing sector. Certainly the vocational graduates should be followed over

longer periods of their work-life and their earnings should be compared with

those of all high school graduates. Moreover, the number and kinds of

occupations studied should be increa8ed. If non college bound regular high

school graduates experience much higher unemployment rates as a group than

do vocational school students, all extra costs incurred at the vocational



school could be recovered in a short period. This empirical discussion

evaluates vocational education as an alternative to regular high school plus

on-the -job training. It does not consider its relative effectiveness in

preventing unemployment.

However decision- makers should also be concerned with the opportunity

costs to the community which are associated with an investment in high school

vocational education. In the case of Worcester a decision to discontinue

vocational education for Boys could release $3000000 which could be spent on

the enrichment of the entire high school system.

Moreover, in 1964 the per.pupil current cotta at the rapier high

school were $452. The current costs at the Boys' Vocational School, in that

same year were $964 per pupil, resulting in a difference of $512 per pupil.

Thus public authorities could give a local firm up to $512 per year to train

a regular high school graduate and still spend only as much as is spent on a

vocational school student in one year. This type of on-the-job training

might result in greater returns to training than can be gained through

vocational school training. The sample of starting salaries does show that

the actual training received by the vocational graduates brings very little

immediate salary return. In the largest firms all of the shop hours spent

by vocational students interested in machine operator training brought only

a 4 per hour wage premium. WIlatever the long-term advantages of hours

spent in school shop training, they do not seem to be reflected in immediate

worker productivity gains.
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jtngLit -poet StLnsider....atomjsg/tatejsLsLtinah School,

The work histories of the graduates of Girist Vocational High School

reveal the second piece of information which relates to the success of voca-

tional students in the labor market. The Girls' Vocational School, over the

years, has made a serious attempt to keep track of their graduates. Each

department head in the school serves a guit'iance function. Follow-up cards are

regularly brought up to date by the department head, who sends information

cards to be filled out and follows up with phone calls. Graduates are asked

to report salary, job changes and any movement out of the occupation area in

which they were trained. Data is collected at the time of graduation, six

months later, and once a year thereafter. Hence, in the first eighteen

months after graduation, the graduate is asked to fill out information sheets

on three different occasions. The information presented here concerns only

the Trade and lime Making graduates. Bo discussion f the Practical Nursing

program is presented.. There are eighteen-month work histories for the class

of 1962 and 1963 and a six-month report for thfio class of 1964.
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In lune 1962, 39 girls graduated front the Cosmetology or HAirdressing

prograp. All but three of the girls were placed in jobs. The starting salary

for 32 of the 36 placed on jobs wait $1 per hour or $40 per week. The other

four graduates received a slightly higher starting salary, averaging $1.23

per hour, or $49 per week.

Six months later, of the 39 graduates, eight reported that they were no

longer full-time employees, fifteen others were working at the same job and

receiving the same salary as at the time of their initial hire, and eight.

others had received salary increases which averaged 20i per hour, or $8 per

week. Five girls did not reply to phone calls or postcards and thus could not

be located for information.

At the and of eighteen months, five of the eight graduates who had dropped

out of the labor force to marry had returned and were working wives. Of the

fifteen who had not received a salary increase in the first six months, eleven

had still not received such an increase and four had received a salary increase

which averaged 26i per hour. Three of the group who had received salary in-

creases in the first six months after graduation, received an additional in-

crease which averaged 7i per hour. Tto members of this group of eight had

dropped out of the work force.

In all, from an original group of 39 graduates 20, or 51 percent, rove

employed full time in the cosmetology field eighteen months after graduation.

Seven members of this group still received a base pay of $1 per hour. The

other thirteen earned an average. base pay of $1.25 per hour. The average base

pay for the group as a vitae was $40 per week, or $1.13 per hour.

In the Dressmaking Program the school graduated nine girls in June of 1962.

Seven of the nine were placed at jobs related to the training they had received.

The average starting salary for this group was $1.15 per how?.
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Six months later, one girl had left work and married; another had married

and continued working. The other Live girls had continued working full time.

Two raises were granted and the average salary for the group was now $1.21 per

hour. At the end of eighteen malts five girls were still working in the trade.

The average hourly wage for this group of five had risen to $1.33 per hour.

The other two girls who had originally been placed were now married and at home.

In June of 1962, six girls graduated from the Food Trades training program.

Four of the girls were placed at an average hour wage of $1.30. Six months

later all four girls were still working and their wage rate was Identical to

what it bad been at the outset. Eighteen months later the four girls were still

working. One girl had received a wage increase, bringing the average wage

for the group to $1.32 per hour.

Graduates from the Homemaking program were trained for work in a variety

of service jobs. Of the seven 1962 graduates, only two took jobs. Two of the

other five took further training, and three did not seek work. The two who did

take jobs received a starting wage of $1.10 per hour.

Six months later four of this group of seven were married and at home.

The three working members of the group earned an average wage of $1.32 per hour.

The end of eighteen months brought no changes in the composition or earnings of

this small group.

Twenty nine of the 42 cosmetology students who graduated in 1963 were

placed in fUllettme jobs. One graduate took training in practical nursing and

one was employed part time. Twenty "one of the graduates received $1 per hour

starting wage and the average starting wage was $1.02 per hour.

Six months later, four graduates had left the labor force. Three of the

four became housewives and the fourth returned to school. Two others had

become partutime employees and one had taken a job outside the cosmetology field.
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Table 1

Placement Record for Girls' Trade School Graduates
Class elk June 1962

Cc Lmejathan

After Six Months

After 18 Months

DEstismk.a In

After Six Months

After 18 Months

12192134,61

After Six Months

After. 18 Moths

BiLt.a.Mtemak

After Six Months

After 18 Months

TOTAL

After ''ix Months

After 18 Months

Number Employed Average
Grxduated in Trade

39

MM

9

61

36 92 $1.13 per hour

23 59 1.09

20 51 1.13

7 77 1.15

6 66 1.21

5 55 1,33

4 66 1.30

4 66 1.30

4 66 1.32

2 28 1.10

3 43 1.32

3 43 1.32

49 81 1.17

36 59 1.23

32 52 1.27

Source: School records David Hall Fax School for Girls.
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Nine of the twenty -one graduates who had started work at $1 per hour were still

earning the same basic hourly wage. Seven members of this group received

raises which averaged 25i per hour. There was no record of two graduates in

this group and the other three were either part-time employees or not working

in the field.

Eight graduates had started work at salaries mil/eh averaged $1.18 per hcur.

Ff $e members of this group received additional wage increases during the six

months. In all cases the increase brought the hourly wage to $1.25 but no

higher. The one individual who had begun work at $1.50 per hour had left to

marry.

At the end of eighteen months only six people were still earning $1 per

hour base pay. Raises had been granted to six girls. Those already earning

$1.25 per hour received an average increase of 154 per hour. Those who had

been earning $1.00 per hour received 25i per hour increases. The total

number of people still in the trade diminished by ones, as a part-time worker

dropped completely out of the labor market. One housewife did return to work

but not in the cosmetology field. Finally, two girls did not return their

questionnaires.

Hance, at the end of 18 months it appears that eighteen girls were still

working in the cosmetology field. Their average base pay was approximately

$1.18 per hour, or $47 per week. Of the 29 graduates who took full-time jobs:

in cosmetology in June of 1963 18 or 62 percent, were still full time workers

in the field eighteen months later.

In June of 1963, only six girls were graduated from the dressmaking

training program. rive of these six girls were placed, and the, average

hourly wage for the grow was $1.25. Six months later all five girls were



still working in the trade, although one had changed jobs. The average hourly

wage at this time was $1.41. At the end of eighteen months only four girls

remained in the work force. The fifth girl had left the work force and married.

The average hourly wage for this small group was now $1.30, This drop is ex-

plained by the fact that the one girl leaving the work force was earning d far

higher salary than the rest of the group.

There were sixteen graduates from the Food Trades program. Fifteen of

these girls were placed in jobs in their field of training at an average hourly

wage of $1.30. Five members of this group received $1 per hour as a starting

wage.

Six months later, five people were no longer working in the food trades.

Four of these five were completely out of the labor market. Ole person had

returned to school. The, other three had been earning $1 per hour and had left

work to become housewives. Those still in the food trades were now earning an

average hourly wage, of $1.46.

At the end of -eighteen months two more people had le ft food trade Jobs

to take employment in areas unrelated to their training. One person who had

stopped working returned to the trade ores. There were nine people still work-

ing in the food trades eighteen months after graduation, The average hourly

wage was still. $1.46.

An even smaller group of homemakers graduated in June of 1963. Two

members of a group of four graduates found work4 The other two took further

training. The two people working earned $1.15 per hour. Six months later

three of the four graduates were married and were not working. Eighteen months

after graduation, all fon ls were married and out of the labor force. A

wry of the finding for the class of 1963 can Abe found in Table 15.



Thirty-five of the 38 graduates in the June, 1964 class were placed in

cosmetology positions. Three other graduates were married upon graduation and

did not seek work. Twenty-seven of the 35 received a starting salary. of $1

per hour. The remainder of the group averaged $1.23 per hour. In all, the

average starting wage for the group was $1.02 per hour.

Six months later, nine individuals were still earning $1 per hour base pay

and were employed at the same firms. Two other individuals changed jobs but did

not increase their base pay above the $1 per hour level. There were thirteen

others whose base pay increased to the $1.25 per hour level. Eight of those

who had received increases had changed jobs. Of the remaining three individuals

who had started at $1 per hour, one left the field to take an office job, one

left the labor market and married, and one could not be located.

Six of the eight individuals who had received starting salaries above the

$1 per hour level, did not receive a wage increase during the first six months

of employment. Two individuals did experience changes in their base pay: one

person received a 7i per hour increase and one changed jobs but took a cut in

base pad.

In all, out of a graduating class of 38, there were 32 still working in

the field six months after graduation. Only two of the 35 graduates originally

placed on jobs had left the cosmetology field. One of the two was still working

although not in cosmetologye The average base pay for the group of 32 working

in the field was $1.15 per hour.

In lane of 1964, a far larger group of girls completed training in the

dressmaking field. Twenty girls were graduated. Fourteen of the girls were

placed in industry at a starting wage of 1.25 per hour. One girl continued

schooling. Two girls took employment In an unrelated area and three girls

remained at Moe.
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Table 115

Placement Record for 01,r1se Trade School Graduatae
Claes June 1963

Coemeto/A2u

After Moths

After 13 Wales

ittuggstkal

After Six Months

After 18 *nth.

EtzlIzegm

After Six Months

After 18 Months

Number Employed Average
fiattietd assALLe Salary

42

0

6

16

owl

No. %

29 69 $1.02 per hour

21 50 1.14

18 44 1.18

5 83 1.24

5 83 1.41

4 66 1.30

15 93 1.30

11 69 1.46

9 36 1 46

2 50 1.15

1 25 1,15

0 0 041140.111

After 81* Month*

After 18 the

Owl

400

51 75 1.18

38 56 1.29

31 46 1.31

David Nall Y 1 School for Girls
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Six months later, nine of the 14 girls were still earning $1.25 per hour.
4

Three girls had received raises which averaged 10i per hour. One girl left the

trade to become a housewife and one girl failed to respond to inquiries. There

was no change in the status of the other six girls. Thus, all together, 12 of

the 20 girls graduated in July, 1964 were still working in the trade six

months later. The average wage for this group was $1.26 per hour.

The school placed 12 of its 13 Food Trade graduates of 1964. The average

hourly wage for this group was $1.43. After six months four of the twelve had

left the food trade area and two of this group of four had dropped out of the

labor market. The average hourly wage for those still in the trade was $1.63.

In June of 1964, 12 girls graduated from the home - making program and six

took jobs. The six who did take jobs earned an average hourly wage of 81.25.

Six months later, the only change that had occurred was the marriage of one of

the group of six workers, reducing the number of those employed to five.

These three vocational class histories raise several questions about the

value of traditional vocational education for girls. The over-all placement

rtes for each of these classes was good. In 1962, 81% of those graduating

were placed in jobs related to their training. The percentages for 1963 and

1964 were 7511 and 81% respectively. At the end of eighteen months both the

1962 and 1963 classes had suffered from serious attribution rates. Only 52%

of those graduated in 1962 were still vorkins in their trade areas eighteen

months later. Only 46% of the original graduates of the 1963 class were still

working in their trades eighteen months later. The class of 1964 had 69% of

its original graduates still working six months after graduation.
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Table yr

Placement Record for Girls' Trade School Graduates
Class June 1964

After six 'months

10.111
After six months

c10.3suggi

Aftor six months

atinfahl%
After six swathe

Nutaber Employed Average
Arksiamil 4 Trade ARUM

$1.02 per hour38 35 92

32 84 1.15

20 14 70 1.25

12 60 1.26

12

12 92 1.43

8 61 1.63

50 1.25

41 1.25.

67 81

69

1.24

1.34
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More importaw:, in the light of the number of hours spent in training at

the school, it is particularly discouraging to find that the wages these girls

earned were close to the federal minimum wage. In 1962 the over -all average

starting salary was $1.17 per hour. This salary was 0 cents per hour below

the federal minimum wage. Six months later C7le average had moved to $1.23

per hour, still 2 cents per hour below the minimum wage. Only after eighteen

months did those still working earn more than $1.25 per hour minimum; their

average salary was $1.27 per hour. The class of 1963 did not fare much better;

their average starting salary was $1.18 per hour. This was almost identical

to the average starting salary for the 1962 class. However, they had advanced

to $1.29 per hour within airs months and to $1.31 per hour at the end of

eighteen months. By 1964 the vocational graduates started work at about the

minimum wage. They earned an average wage of $1.24 per hour, just below the

$1,25 per hour minimum. In six months they had moved to $1.34 per hour.

The higher salaries earned after six and eighteen months were earned by

those still in the trades. If those earning lower salaries dropped out of

the area of work for which they had trained, these dropouts would cause the

average salary for the remaining workers to rise. Hence, the salary progress

experienced by the group would be accompanied by the steady attrition of

vocational graduates for the labor force.

On the other hand, the salary figures do undermstate the actual wages

of the girls in one important way. Cosmetology graduates receive tips, and a

commission on new business and these tips and commissions in some cases can

raise weekly salaries considerably. The small amount of inform:0ton

available indicates that the extra income can average 60 cents per hour.

The lOw bomly wages earned by these students could hardly indicate that

their incomes would be substantially greater than graduatea of regular high
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school programs. However, the four training programs studied here are in what

might be termed traditional areas of vocational training. It is very possible

that some of the newer training programs in the medical and dental or data

processing areas might bring high salaries to graduates. Just how much these

graduates would earn is again an empirical question.

Benefits -Coat C nsiteratt

The vocational training carried on at WITT presents a different problem.

Educators must decide whether investing a dollar in W/TI programs brings

greater net benefits than investing it in Junior College programs. For this

evaluation they would require the same sort of comparison of lifetime income

streams and costs described in the evaluation of vocational and regular high

school programs.

However, since public school educators do not administer Junior Colleges,

they do not even have the option of inqesting in such programs. Junior

Colleges, if publicly owned, are state controlled public investments. The

state must decide how to allocate its higher education budget for Junior

College, four "year State College and State University programs. Therefore,

Junior Colleges compete for funds within the higher education budget.

Public school administrators in Worcester have the option of investing

in regular high school, vocational high school or WIT/. Assuming they sill

invest in some vocational training, the relevant question is whether they

should invest in high school or post -high school training.

When the choice is between vocational education at the post -high school

level and the same education at the high school level, some interesting

questions arise. Vocational education should be considered a partial

substitute for on-theoloh training. The question is whether to invest in that
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training during the first twelve years of schooling or to add two years to the

public education system which would be a move counter to that indicated by

those who have argued that the number of school years ought to be decreased

from twelve to ten.
14

For example, the 9Kachlup plan" would compress into

ten years all the material now taught in twelve years. On the other hand, the

plan to provide post high school vocational-technical education 'would extend

what could be taught in twelve years into a fourteen-year program.

Graduates of the post high school program would have to earn more than

graduates of the high school vocational program if the investment in post-

high school training is to appear rational. If high school vocational

graduates earned as much as post -high school graduates, then the marginal

return to the marl. investment in education would be zero. The individual

would forego two years of earnings and incur direct costs but would receive

no increase in lifetime income for his investment.

The individual could receive a non-pecuniary benefit from the knowledge

that he had completed some sort of program of higher education. If

graduating from post-high school vocational education programs resulted in

a higher probability of going on to earn a four-year degree than would

graduation from vocational high school, the option to obtain this four-year

degree might be an indirect pecuniary benefit that would make the investment

somewhat more attractive.

The requirement that post'high school vocational training result in

higher earnings /*undo only if the two competing programs are identical;

that is, if certain kinds of vocational education require an educational

background equivalent, to that of regular high school, then obviously high

sdhool vocational trainint and PostshiSh school vocational training are not

alternativsa. If the, vocational program is offered at the post...high school



level as is offered at the high school level, then the extra return to the in-

vestment in extra education would be only the result of the added number of

school years completed. The decision to forego earnings for two years beyond

high school without gaining added income would be irrational. On the other

hand, the added income would not be due to the training received, since the

individual could have gotten the same training at the high school level. Hence,

the added income would simply be a premium paid by eutrepreneurs to those

individuals who seemed to demonstrate some extra ability icy graduation from

high school and following this with extra training. From the foregoing, then,

it could be held that post -high school vocational training either does not

increase lifetime earning, and individuals would be irratioual to invest in

it, or it does increase lifetime earning because entrepreneurs pay a higher

wage simply for the number of school years completed and not for the training

received in additional years spent in school.

In Chapter 1 we saw that the Boys' Vocational High School program offers

the student his choice of eleven different training courses in the skilled

trades. The MI school program offers the student the same eleven training

courses and four additional courste which are really technical training

programs, as opposed to the eleven skilled training programs.

In September 1960, 176 boys entered the ninth grade of Worcester Boys'

Vocational High School. Of the group that entered, 123 eventually graduated,

although not all graduated within four years from the time of entrance. Out

o.41! the, group of 123 there were 101 who were placed in occupations directly

related to their training, In June of 1964, seventy -six of this group of 101

graduated: and were placed in jobs.

In Septesber of /962* 121 students enrolled, in Ian, the post-high

school vocational program. Of the group that entered* 90 graduated two years
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later. Forty-two of these graduates had taken the same training courses as

had the high school vocational graduates.- The other 48 graduates had taken

one of four technical training courses open only to post-high school students.

Of the 42 who had taken the same training courses as the high school students,

34 wore placed in occupations directly related to their training. Of the 48

who had taken training courses open only to post-high echool students, 37

were placed in occupations directly related to their training. The

evaluation begins with a comparison of the placement records of the 34

graduates who took the same training courses as the high school students,

with the placement:record of the 76 vocational high. school graduates.

The Starting 'salaries of those post -high school graduates reveal that
, I

in two of the eleVen trade areas, the post-high school graduates received

less than the vocational high sChool greivate. In three other trade areas

the vostoihigh school graduates received the same starting salary as the

vocational high/school graduate. In the other six trade areas, the post-

high school grduate received a higher starting salary. The amount of the

premium paid pistoshigh school graduates varied from 5 cents per hour to

35 cents per hour. The average amount of the premium was 20 cents por hour.

If a straight' time fortrhour week is considered, this amounts to $8 a

week, or $400 a year for a 50 -week work year. The annual figure assumes

that the wage differential remains the same, in absolute terms, for the

course of the working year.

Each of the six trade areas ate taken separately and it is found that

two paid a Premiu of 5 cents per hour. This is $2 per week, or $100 per

year. Three other trades paid iS cents per hold.. Performing ihe same

oiloOlation results In totals of $10 per week or $500 per year. Finally,

in one triti area the premium paid was 35 co;oiit:11er hour, This 35 cents

per hour premium would 'ammtt. to $14 per week, or $700 per year.



The average starting wage for an individual from this group of WIT!
0

graduates, who took one of the eleven trade courses offered vocational high

school students, was $1.84 per hour. The average starting wager for the

vocational high school graduate was $1.75 per hour. Hence, in all, the

average premium paid postshigh school graduates was a mere 8 cents per hours

or $3.20 per week, or $160 annually.

The picture is somewhat improved by the facts revealed about t t group

of 37 W/T/ students mho took training open only to high school graduates and

were then placed in jobs related to their training. For this group of 37,

the average starting wage was $1.95 per hour. This, of course, is 19 cents

per hour above the vocational high school graduates starting wage, and 11 cents

per hour above the wage paid post -high school graduates of the eleven trade

course. The individual who graduated from one of these four prograua began

his career by making about $8 per week, or $400 a year more them if he had

'taken a trade course at the high school level.

111112iti

The cost calculations in Chapter II revealed that the public costs for

WITI training are abaft identical with the public costs for the Worcester

Boys Vocational High School. Because both private eairect costs and fore-

gone earnings are higher for WTI students« the total resource cost per

pupil at MIT/ is somewhat higher than at Bays° Vocational High.

When public is were examined in Chapter 119 it was seen that Boys'

Vocational High School education in Worcester is about 2.3 times as expensive

as regular high school educatim For the purpose of simplification the

PUblic watt of vocational, high school education can be said to be twice

those of regular high school education `4164 ram a public cost point of
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view, there is no difterence between buying two extra years of vocational

technical education and buying four years of vocational high school

education.

Assuming, then, that all those now taking vocational high school education

were to be put in post-high school programs, before they could enter they

would still have to graduate from regutar high school, and since regular

high school costs are one half those of the vocational school, the four-

year savings gained by keeping these people at the regular school would buy

two years of post-high vocational technical training. Of course, if

expanding poet "high school enrollments caused margin 1 costs to rise, this

might not be the case. Hence, for the conclusion to hold, it must be

assumed that marginal costs are equal to average costs.

if private costs are considered, the picture is somewhat altered.

The individual who foregoes two years of employment incurs real costs in

the form of lost earnings. When di sect school costs are added to these

foregone earnings, a total yearly per pupil cost of $2544 is estimated.

Thus the total resource cost of adding two years of vocational training

beyond the high school level are $3818 per pupil per year. This compares

with total resource costs of $2388 per pupil for the vocational high school

and $1708 per pupil for the regular high school.

The

seems, to

programs

years of

totalled

agjyabitten
individual who completed two years of post -high school training

have made a poor investment if he clog!, one of the eleven training

open to vocational high sehool students. He has foregone two

earnings and inuarred direct sdhool costs. These items have

$2544 per you. In return, he receiled in the first year, an
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Table 28

Isztajjeziemant

Worcester Public High Schools,
Worcester Boys' Trade School

ter 13ti and 14th Grade VocationaloTechnical School (WIVE)
196341,64

I. Total Public Cost
a) Current Cost a
b) Implicit Renew
c) Property Tax Loss

Public nigh Boys' Trade
Schools School

L;Der:PuSI%

532 1210
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59 165
21 81
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4
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1) Worcester Public Schools, Office of the Superintendent.

2) Worcester !was Trade School and Worcester Industrial Technical
Institute MIL'

3) Office of

4)

of Worcester..

1274
1028
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2544
121

2423

3818

'.DeParlainit of Siboal Building
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)1/

using techniques in
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average salary $160 greater than the vocational school graduate. Unless he

could look forward to a much more lucrative career than his vocational school

counterpart, it certainly appears that he should have chosen to train at an

earlier age.

The graduate of the post high school program who enrolled in training

courses open only to high school graduates found himself in a somewhat

different position. Again, his two year costs were considerably higher than

they immediate premium he received, relative to the vocational school graduate.

In'-fadt, his costs Were $2544 per year and his salary average $400 per year

higher than that of the Vocational school graduate. However, his Job was in

the'citegary of technician rather than that of skilled worker. In no way

could it be'- that. he would earn the same approximate lifetime income

as the tvatiOnal schOol graduate,

The tilightlyitigher stating salary paid graduates of the post-high

school .course 'Who trained' in the same 'areas. as vocational students, appears

to be'''a-preinium for -having graduated from high school. It could be argued

that-whataiter chance the .postahigh' graduate has of earning more than his

eatiOnat' sabot:a-counterpart in the same skilled trade, is due to his

higher ability* laidieated W'hit.dompletion of regular high school. Similarly,

the potentially more:Iucreitive'cateers in the technical areas began with

treining,'Whith: reedirett,highratlool, graduation as proof of ability.

:One need not draw conclusion that training really ought, to occur

uhA postohigh:iiichotil: level. i'Since private , costs are irsxch greater than

the ..itemediata' wage :premium potthigh.school graduates. there is an

obViOUS, ',pa some definite length of time during

Which the relatively higher.Wagee- paid these gradwites, must.be

rged off against t4e,initial deficit. This means that the initial



premium must be maintained and enlarged for some time, or the extra costs

will never be recovered. In the present instance it was assumed that the

average premium paid postwhigh school graduates relative to vopational school

graduates in the same trades amounted to $160 per year, the assumption being

that the absolute difference in starting wages was maintained for the entire

year. The difference between this figura mad the private cost figure of

$2544 is $2384. Unless the absolute difference in wages received by the

two groups of graduates widened, it would take 15 years to pay back the costs

incurred during one year of post high school training. Given the highly

uncertain nature of an individual's labor market experience, it appears that

an effective measure might be to minimise the payback period.

This measure could be accomplished by offering an accelerated training

program during the last two years of high school. Those vocational students

not able to proceed at the faster pace would take the ordinary four year

program. Those students who would ordinarily graduate from high school

and then take vocational tratning could undertake a twoyear program,beginning

at the eleventh grade. Completion of training would also mean completion

of high sChool. No added private costs would be incurred by these students.

If the present higher starting salary of these students is due to their

higher, abil ityi entrepreneurs could still distinguish between those who

took a fourayear training program and those who took a twooyear program.

Much the same sort of argument can be made for those who took technical

training. If high school education is actually a necessary condition for

this type of training, not much cm be done. On the other hand, the average

'am paid these graduates in the first year, relative to that paid

vocational high school studeats was $400. This would mean a pay-tack
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period of 54 years for one year of training beyond the high school level'/
Obviously, if their training could be given at the high school level it

would be expedient to do so. Finally, it was said that providing post high

school training could be a worthwhile undertaking if the individual bettered

his chances of going on to four year college. To reexamine the actual

numbers of Worcester Vocational WA School graduates and post-high school

graduates who continued their education, out of an entering vocational high

school class of 176, only six continued their schooling beyond high school;

out of an entering post'bigh school class of 121, only 3 continued their

schooling beyond the twooyear training program. The vocational school sent

3.4 of its graduates on to higher education and the post-high school program

sent 2.5t. At least in this particular case, both programs seem to be

terminal occupational training.

Several factors may modify the findings presented in this section.

Again, only starting wages are discussed* Certainly investigators should

follow vocational and technical school graduates over several years of their

working life. In addition, direct benefit* in the form of lifetime income

are -really only the most immediate return to educational investment. There

may be severel categories of external benefits which accrue to one or another

of the training groups studied* The distribution and magnitude of these

external benefits may cousiderably alter tlhe tentative conclusion reached

here.

to t next chapter of this study some of the benefits of vocational

education not clearly measured by incoine differentials will be considered.

These findings may somewhat modify the' conclusions reached here.

lug the sa_rs
1 course graduates

from t 14Wlixido4alla poin
substi utee.

of vocational trade Sradeatee with the salaries of
is soma/hat suspect since it could be argued that
of vie the two training choic omo are not



Chapter V

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS OF TO VOCATIONAL PROGRAM

IN WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

The Dropout Problem, Hiring and Promotion Practices
of Local Firms, Mobility of Vocational School Graduates

I mjst.Akttttw

All of the tentative conclusions reached in Chapter IV tgere closely

related to the fact that in the city of Worcester, Massachusetts volational

education was much more expensive than regular high school education. The

basic assumption of the chapter was that the enbglire benefit stream was

measured by lifetime Income. The return to any investment in education

resulted in increases is lifetime income and these increases measured the

return to the investment. It was argued that if the same increase in lifetime

income could be achieved in regular high-schools at a cost lower than that in

vocational high schools, educators in Worcester should invest their limited

funds in regular high: school education. It was argued further that only if

vocational education resulted in lifetime income streams which equated the

present value of the differences in income with the, present value of the

extra costs involved would vocational education appear as attractive an

inVeStallit as regular high school education*

However, it is not clear that the total cost of the vocational education

program ought to be considered an investment in high school education. It is
possible that only part of the total cost of the program should he counted

as a simple investment in high school education. The rest of the cost could

be considered a social investmeht of a slightly different kind; it could be

considered a social investment in dropout prevention.

entire cost of the votationsiltogramwes considered an

sent in high school education, it had to be evaluated relative to
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regular high school. The cost of each year of vocational education was some

multiple of the cost of each year of regular high school education. The

total cost of the vocational program was the same multiple of the total cost
A.

of the regular high school. program. Hence, if the difference in total benefits

of the two high school programs as measured by incramento in lifetime income

were compared with the differences in the cost of the programs, it was not

clear that vocational education would be as profitable in undertaking as

regular high school education*

But the difference in costs between the pre/gams could also be taken as

a measure of the cost of preventing school dropouts. That is, rather than an

alternative method of proliding high school education, vocational education

could be considered a method for keeping children in school. Tte extra cost

of this effort would then be compared with the extra benefit resulting from-

the effort. The benefits could still be measured by increases in lifetime

income; they would be the corvine increases in income which resulted from

remaining in school and graduating, rather than dropping out at the end of

the tenth or eleventh grade.

The difference in the two approaches should be clear. lu the first

approach, the increases in lifetime income which result from two different

kinds of high school, education are compared with the costs of these two types

of education. In the second approach, the inctease in lifetime income which

results from completing high echool_ rather than dropping out, is -covered
with the extra cost of keeping students in school. Investigation of this
benefitocost relationship might put vocational education in a more favorable
light.

There are several of considerat h could also modify the
conclus reached at the end of Chapter starting wage differentials

org
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represent only one year of data, and obviously more data should be collected

over longer periods of time. It is possible that vocational graduates enjoy

advantages which may increase the probability of their earning more than

reguler high school graduates over the course of their workinig lives. Moreover,

there may be unique external benefits which accompany the investment in

vocational education and such external benefits would add to the return to the

investment in this type of an education. Increased lifetime income could no

longer be treated as the only category of returns. On the other hand, there

may also be external costs to the program beyond the economic costs already

estimated. The effects of vocational education on the mobility of the labor

force would be one of these external considerations.

The intention in this chapter is to discuss some aspects of these

questions The dropout problem will be analyzed. Data pertaining to the

hiring and job advancement of vocational graduates will be discussed at

length. Finally. the question of external benefits resulting from increased

worker mobility will be analyzed to the extent commensurate with the amount

of data available.

Thy ppopout .grots).ela

For a variety of sociological and economic reasons, prevention of high

school dropouts has, in recent years, become a national goal. Educators

have sought to identify the swindled "potential dropouts" and to propose

carious plant which aim at keeping them in school. The economic argument for

devoting resources to dropout prevention is related to the general problem

of unemployment. People who are high school dropouts have suffered from high

levels of unemployment. In *4 cases, regardless of the level of aggregate

evilevlsf unemp nt for droPouts is greater than that for high
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school graduates. In devoting extra resources to keeping students in high

school, it is hoped that the unemployment level of those who would otherwise

have dropped out of school will be reduced. Clearly, extending the argument

leads to the very dubious conclusion that the unemployment ratein the economy

as a whole could be substantially reduced by increasing the number of years

of eduoation given the labor force. The only assumption made here will be that

potential dropouts who Are prevented from leaving school, can reduce the

Probability of their 'being unemployed to ithat of the average high school

graduate,

It has been argued by Go Mangum that the vocational school is geared to

providing a type of 'extra training for three kinds of dropout-prone .students.

to quote MangumA

"1, About one*quarter of the population have IQ's below 90

and appear intellectually unable to handle and profit

tron the normal high school curriculum.

An even larger group are products of environments so

socially and economically deprived that they are totally

unprepared, though intellectually capable of competing in

normal school environment.

EVon among those from more advantageous backgrounds, a

high percentage do not plan to pursue higher education

and find little of interest in the normal high school

curriculum, se, tod, are dropoutftprene, unless

provided with, to them, more Challenging expert:time."

6
Mangum, 0. "Vocational and Technical IMucatioo in the LaborMelitete ofthe Futures' pared for the Senate Sub.Ctenittee oe loymeet
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Neither the Worcester Boys' Vocational High School or the Girls'

Vocational School can attempt to provide a service to those people mentioned

in Mangum's first group, since the state requires all who apply for entrance

to the vocational schools to take entrance exams and score 90 or above on

this intelligence test. Only in exceptional cases will individuals who have

scored below 90 be allowed to enter.

Nevertheless, vocational educators in Worcester and in Massachusetts as

a whole claim that the vocational school program is aimed at preventing drop-

outs. This is seen as a major benefit of the program and so it might be

claimed that vocational education is offered in order to serve those people

mentioned in Mangum's second and third groups.

in order to begin to measure the success of the vocadonal gchool's

attempt to prevent dropouts, a procedure used by B. Weisbrod--
17/

is adopted

here. Weisbrod attempted to evaluate a dropout prevention program conducted

in St. Louis, Missouri. He assumed that the difference in dropout rates

between one group of students considered dropoutimprore but receivins no

special, consideration, and an identical group preceiving extra school services,

can be attributed to the success or failure of the extra services provided.

He then compared the cost of these extra school. services, per dropout

prevented with the benefits of the extra lifetime income which accrues to

those wii41 complete MO school rather than drop out.

Ihrisbrod's evaluation had many of the advantages of a controlled

experiment. The two groups of students studied were supposedly of the same

Weitbrodo got, "preveniim of High School
*Dropouts NOAr4rineBepefits

Atga.ZUSIMatts Papers Presented at a conference of experts held
November 7.9, 19630 ed. Robert DortmaA4 The Brookings Institution (1965),
P4 W.
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tested intelligence rating. Further, the actual number of dropouts from both

'the group receiving special attention and the control group, was recorded mid

thus made easily accessible.

In dealing with the Worcester situation there are two conditions: first,

the dropout track is assumed to be the Commercial High School program for boys

and, since the dropout rate for this group will be compared with the dropout

rate for the Boys' Vocational High School, it has been assumed that dropout-

prone students face the choice of uttering either the commercial or the voca-

tional programs; second, it is assumed that the IQ of vocational students does

not differ significantly from the IQ of boys in the commercial track.

Vocational school authorities will contend that vocational students are more

intelligent than commercial students, but the weaker assumption, that

vocational students are no less intelligent than commercial students, suffices

here.

The analysis begins with a comparison of withdrawal and dropout rates for

the two high' school Systems. The regular high schools experienced an average

annual withdrawal rate of 27%4111 That is each year approximately 27% of

the students in the school ThAthdrow from the class in which they were enrolled.

The withdrawal could be a transfer out of the system, a case of repeating a

year, or an actual dropouti

In 19610 the regular:high schools had an entering tenth grade enrollment

of 1771 studeu Over a-tit-tete-Tear period of those originally enrolled as

h Srsders the sdhools lost 477 pupils, 131 of whom were transfers.

la/ All school statistics fn this chapter ate drain from official schoolrecords of Boys' Vocational High School the regular 'sigh schools and Win.
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Ninety-eight pupils failed o be promoted and repeated the year's school work.

Finally, 248 pupils, or 52% of the total number of withdrawals, dropped out

of school. Since the withdrawal rate. was 27% it is evident that the over-all

dropout rate was approximately 14%.

As has been noted, the Worcester regular high schools were organised into

the commercial, general and college traCks. Here, specifically, the dropout

rate of males in the Commercial High School is the subject of investigation.

While the over-ell high school dropout rate was only 14% and the college

track dropout rate a Men 4%, the commercial track lost 39% of its original

male student body as dropouts.

The withdrawal rates for 'ooth the Girld and the Boys' Vocational High

Schools were much, lower than the rate for the regular high schools. Over the

three-year period 196144, the average annual withdrawal rata at Girls'

Vocational was 16% per year and at Boys' Vocational. 7.2% per year. These

figures 'mould seem to indicate that both schools were more successful than

the regular high schools in holding students in school. However, when an

actual dropout rate is computed from these withdrawal rate estimates, the

conclusion is not as easily reached,

The vocational school droloolut rate estimate is computed only for the

Boys' Vocational High SChool. The datis Which would have made it possible to

compute a comparative dropout rate was not provided by Girls' Vocational

School. At the Boys° Vocational School, there were 265 withdrawals over a

four.year-period. Of the 265 withdrawals, 47 were transfers and 218, actual

dropouts. Whereas in the regular high schools only 52% of those withdrawing

were **teal dropouts, at the Boys Vocational School a full 82..5% of those
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point, that tonal school data is for a

class over u years. In any casei it appears

i to select Vocational School. One class

can be traced over that four-year period at Boys' Vocational and it will be

found that of are entering 9th grade class of 176, only 123 graduated. 'This

would indicate a dropout rats of 30%, unadjusted for possible transfers. If

it is assumed that only S2.5% of those lost actually dropped out, a dropout

rate of 24.9% results. This dropout rate of 24.9% compares with an over-all

dropout rate of '14% for the .regulartigh.:schooIs and a specific dropout rate

of 39% for the Commercial High School.

To evaluate the Boys' Vocational dropout prevention program, the

vocational and commercial. tracks are compered. Only males are considered and

ell dropouts prevented are assumed.to be white. The latter assumption is

reasonable insofar as it is certain that no Negroes attend Boys' Vocational

School.12/

Students choosing the vocational track must do so at the ninth grade

level, while those chooeing the commercial track at the regular high school

do so at the tenth grade level 00 a fact that requires us to further refine

the vocational track dropout rate.

The commercial track had 158 entered students and, three years later, 62,

or 39% of the original group, had dropped out. This compares with an over-

all high school dropout rate of 14%. The vocational school accepted 176 at

total Negro population in Worcester was 2,013 in 1960, or about 1.1%
of the city's population of 185000, According to 1960 census figures, 54
male Negroes were in the relevant 15-10 year age group. tf we assume 1/5
were 15 Year olds in 1960. which is the year the 9th grade class with which me
wort, was en, this leaves 11 Possible 'male Negroes is the terminal track.
This samlmmmi estimate of 11 assumes Al ode Negroes *Drain this track.

actual number would be somewhat lover; perhaps 50% is a goodest n this carer woad have entered the terminal track out of atotal class sit* of 158 or 3



the ad level d, at the beginning of the 0 h grade, 12 1/2% of that

class had left school Sal* 132 students remained. If the yearly dropout rate

had continued for three years more the met:wall dropout rate would have been

39% of the original class of 176 However, if we consider the 10th through

12th years the vocational school lost only 21% of its class while.the

commercial school lost 39% The differential dropout rate is 18% and it could

be argued simply that 27 students 0 18% of the 152 -- were prevented from

dropping out of school by taking the vocational track.

The actual case is somewhat more complicated. Of the original 158 in the

commercial track, 11% had remained, in school but had been retarded one year,

so that they had neither dropped out nor graduated at the end of 3 years,

The vocational school had a full 26.2% of its original 152 who fell into this

category. Thus, in all. 47%, of the 152 in the vocational school either dropped

out or did not graduate in three years, and 50Z, of the original 158 in the

commercial track .either dropped out or did not graduate. The difference

between the tracks is clearly in the degree of effectiveness with which the

vocational track can keep people in school by allowing them to proceed at a

slower but far more costly pace.

t 42161inni

Vox the 1963064 school year the`the= public cost of providing the extra school

services at Boys' Vocational 1Sigh School was $678 per pupil enrolled. This is

simPlY the difference botioseu the 1963044 public per pupil costs at the Boys'

Vocational SChool and the L963044 public Par PIA l coats at the regular high

re, only the
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n order to compute thee total amount of extra public funds spent on the

Boys' Vocational School students the entire three oyear cost of educating the

vocational class of 1964 must be computed. next, the total public cost of

educating the males in the Commercial High School class of 1964 must be

computed. The total public cost estimate for Commercial High is then subtracted

from the total. pdblic cost estimate for Boys' Vocational High. The result is

an estimate of the extra fund* spent to prevent: dropouts from the vocational

track. This estimate of the cost of dropout prevention is then divided by the

number of dropouts prevented, and a cost per dropout prevented is obtained.

Obviously, the cost per dropout prevented it directly related to the

number of dropouts actually prevented. The first set of assumptions yielded

a result of 27 dropouts prevented. If the total public cost of extra services

is divided by this figure, a cost of $10,900 per dropout prevented is the

result. The ordinary per pupil costs for the regular school services provided

by the vocational 0601 mat be added to the estimate of the per pupil costs

of :extra school services' In this ease, the ordinarY threeyear costs per

pupil graduating were $1,585. Adding this $1,585 estimate to the $10,900

estimate yields e. total **deflated thres*ear cost of $12,485 per dropout

prevented*

The cost of dropout Prevention can be computed by using several other

sets of assumPtime* Specifically it can be assumed that the entire

vocational "taring class old, have droOPed Out of school except for the
Ears social. services provided by the program*

r of droPouts P *vented

vocation new, The cost per

in current dollars to $3,985 io omen t doll,

Under this assumption, the

rises fumy& 27 to. 123, the total number of

dropout Prevented then falls from $12,485
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Next, it can be assumed that the number of pupils actually prevented from

dropping out is that number graduating and then accepting employment in an

occupation for which they were trained in the school. This assumption implies

that those who graduate but, for whatever reason, do not find employment,

cannot be said to have bed-een kept it school because of the extra services made

available to thema The number of vocational graduates finding jobs was 108.

If we count all 108 as dropouts prevented, the three-year public cost per

dropout prevented is $4,315 in current dollars.

rksjegatitudjbgeolunawalgta

The benefits to be, measured here are the marginal increases in lifetime

income which result, froln graduating from high school ratimar that dropping out

at the tenth or eleventh grade level. These increases in lifetWe income are

only the direct benefit. associated with the investment in education.

Welebrod had computed the value of these direct benefits in his study

of th-413-.-oute-iito-----irtiiiveitt-metetivef lifetime inane will be utilised

here. For northern white males, the differential lifetime median income

between to dropping out at 16 years of age and those graduating has a

=Voted present value, at a n discount rate, of $3,420 in 1949 dollars.

Siete this figure it in 1949 dollars, it will be necessary to deflate the

test estimates from current dollars to 1949 dollars, The estimate of direct

benefit* i* them comPsredwith the estimates of co tts add three different

benefitoicost evaluations era obtai e result* of the catoulati.ons are

result from Table 18 is not encouraging. When it is assumed

that only 18% of the vocational class ,wad saved from dro giant the

it costs dearly exceed the measured benefits. However, if it is
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assumed that the entire graduating class was saved from dropping out, the

measured bens fits exceed, the measured public costs. Finally, if the assumption

is made that ail those who graduated from the vocational school and found jobs

in the occuPation for which they were trained' were prevented from dropping

out, again the measured benents exceed the measured pdblic costs.

The conclusion of this section is clear. If public decision-makers are

willing to consider vocational education an investment in dropout prevention

and to count every vocational graduate as having been saved from dropping out

of school, the investment is worth undertaking. The unanswered question is

whether the s sort of dropout prevention could be achieved at lower cost

and hence greater net benefit.

litz.tgajo..42sontdijimtbat.ctc.101112246...LalFr

The sample of starting wag* differentials could not indicate whether

vocational graduates and regislar high School graduates were regarded by

emPloyers as qualitatively different groups of individuals. The small premium

in starting mage Paid the vocational graduate relative to the regular high

school g!44uate, may not indicate the ,advantages enjoyed by the vocational

graduate. It is possible that the vocational graduate can advance, once

inside the firma at a much more rapid pace than the regular high school

More important Still, some firms may deliberAtely, seek out onlygradua

indiVi4nal*H-$th::.baO4grOUnds:-.-14 . Vocational. education.. The sample of

..,,;.P)i,,_414"0,:k:::star#00-1,44 different .L:can-4140obe used to

it ustrate thi hiring Or

The iperipd:June 1.964 to,i

Worcester,- U4.-1

period were 945,

. hips

ti el practices of these firms*

1965 one of e

the Welvs firms

c recovery in

this one year

and KU contributedther) the Boys' %matt 1 School



71 people, and the regillerhigh schools, 23 people. The eielve firms

of_scconnZed for 47% f all those placed in jobs by the vocational school and

M/TI. Two of the firms accounted for 59% of the twelve firm total. Hence,

these two firms employed 28% of all those placed by Boys' Vocational and WIT/.

/n Table 100 below, the twelvesolirm total number of new hires is recorded.

Table 20

Total Ho. of Increase in Total Total Boys' HS
Firm EmPlcyment Piirms in Hiloployment New Trade

jwiski., _June* June Liva
MIERSIM

1000

500 1000

200 500

100 200

50 100

25 50

2 108 324

3 373 431

2 54 93

3 65 85

1 6

1 0

6

6

Source: Independent field survey conducted by research staff.

42

9

7

10

2

1.

It must 'be emOSSised that the totals entered under columns 4 and 5

represent PenPle hired directly from either the Vocational School or the regular

high school. People bid sway fram other firms, or reentering the work force

alter ins been i luntarily urn toyed may very well have vocational

baCkgrounds iw.have been recently graduated f high, school, However* these

0

10

10

3

0

0

people would be included under column 3 entries. The firms' hiring policies

and their methods of active recruitment are significant; a policy of actively

seeking employees from the public high or vocational s

differ 'f a policy which seeks to attract workea thr

is would seem to

other means.
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The firms in this group did very little hiring directly from the high

schools. As was noted earlier, they were interested primarily in hiring

potential machinists* and so it mould appear that the vocational schools did

provide a service for those planning to enter the machine and tool industry

in Worcester. But a closer look at individual firm hiring policies is

necessary at this point.

The Poctpjg Entry,

Whether or not a firm had hired directly from the regular high school, it

quite clearly tried to distinguish between the ports of entry to the firm

open to the regular high school graduate and those open to the vocational

school graduate. The firms were interested in assemblers, utility men, ordinary

plant laborers, machine operators and machinist trainees -- all shop positions.

If hired for general office work, the regular high school graduate was eligible

for an office boy Position, one firm hired high school graduates for low-

'Level management trainee programs leading to positions in the shop. The high

school graduates hired for shop work could expect jobs as assemblers, utility

nen, nathine operators or laborers. The vocational graduates could expect

-to-be b-ited-ee---m-ntbivitrainels or machine operators though it was possible

to be hired as utility nen =thine operators or laborers.

The composition of the internal labor market of the firm, and the relation-

gddp between the internal. and external market reflected in firm upgrading

procedure/4 determinedlObat advantages the vocational graduate enjoyed relative

to the advgatagwof the regular high school student. None of the firms in

this grouv-had a union. This is not unusual in the Worcester area, though

the lack of unionism makes the area atypical in the mamufacturini sector of

the national economY. Such an absence of unions left the firms of this study

with flexibility in establishing, hiring and upgrading policies.
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While vocational schooling was sometimes treated its a necessary condition

for entrance into machinist training* it was not always a sufficient condition.

Even though employers distinguished between the ports open to regular high

school and thou open to vocational students, often the actual difference was

the rung of the internal ladder the vocational sLadent was hired at, rather

than the port itself, For example, a high school graduate would be hired

as a machine operator, and a vocational graduate as a labor grade II machine

operator. In both cases the port of entry is the same, with the vocational

student given a higher labor grade rating as a result of the training

completed at public expense.

All of the firms expressed a preference for implant upgrading. This

left the ports of entry for new hires at relatively low shill levels. The one

firm able to make the clearest actual distinction between vocational and

regular high school entry ports, hired regular high school graduates as

assemblers or utility men, *and vocational graduates as machinists at the

lowest end of the labor grade.

Thee difference between this one firm and the others studied, lies in

the extent to which it could effectively keep the advancement path of the

vocational graduate separate from that of the regular high school graduate.

The firm hired both graduates at the same starting salary level, However,

at the end of a successful three4bmonth trial period, the vocational graduate

received a pay boost and began to adVance along the labor grade path set for
company machinists. The regular high __school graduate received a pay boost,

but his advancement could only be along the path set for assemblers or

utility men.

* firm had a Plantowide bidding system, as did all of the firms

studied. Under the item a job opening would be posted` for a three day
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period. ;Ef plant employees expressed a desire t.. be considered, final

selection .would be based on seniority. However, the regular high school

graduate could not bid for a machinist opening. Therefore, in that one firm,

an individual could not expect to move freely, once inside the firm. The

lack of horizontal mobility inside the firm was the primary reason that

vocational education had become a sufficient pre-condition for a career as

a company machinist.

However, in another case, company in -plant upgrading policies actually

resulted in the reverse situation. The fact that an individual was a

vocational school graduate made it less likely that he would be hired as a

machinist trainee. Theoretically, the company was willing to hire vocational

graduates as .machinist trainees at a starting salary slightly above the

companymwide minimum for factory employees, but in actual practice, in-plant

upgrading policy made, this virtually impossible. Regular high school graduates

were hired and trained for simple machine operations, and if an opening for

more advanced machine operation became available, the bidding system allowed

the regula$ high sdhool graduate to advance to it. Although the company

considered the vocational graduate ready for the position, it could only hire

at the high school entry level then vacated. The entry salary was not

',40wiletitivelmith what could be earnedby the vocational graduate elsewhere,

and so he was not willing to be hired. Thus the choice-of the vocational

school,program actually inhibited the gradnatdi chance of a machinist career.

The usual practice in the other firms studied resulted in the vocational

graduates receiving a higher starting salary and a more sophisticated machine

to oPorate However efforts to preserve sommosiOm status made firms very

#ences hi& school graduates could not be

once inside the Plot*. If the firm had a



e assembly division, the high school graduate would be likely to be hired

in that division end perhaps remain, but he could frequently be transferred.

If all work was of a kind similar to that of machine operator, the vocational

gteduatess only advantage was the differential starting wage.

It may be that the probability of being hired by these firms directly

from high school is higher in the case of the vocational graduate. However,

once in the labor market, the regular high school graduate may be an equally

cceptable candidate for training, The two largest firma in the labor market

had established a rule of thumb making vocational school, training a

prerequisite for all those who wished to be hired for machinist training

directly from high school. But in one case the firm also hired vocational

graduates for utility or laborer positions and, allowed regular high school

graduates at thesame port of entry. Either could then be transferred into

machine training, Some vocational graduates would be undermutilized until

machine trainees were needed, and then transferred. Some were hired simply

because their labor price was the same as that of the regular high school

graduate and their training made them preferred at that price. The other

company eimPlY offered two training wales and the vocational graduate was

hired at the greater wage. Again, although the regular high school graduate

was not hired ups n graduation, those already in the labor market were hired

as. grade nu I treineea

Many, the madhinist training given in these companies may lead, but

cannot be said inevitably to lead, to the =toad madhinist trade. Each of

these firms his a limited number of Jobs occupied by what are called setaup

The setaiup man eau run say of the verious machining tools. Further,

Ont machining jobs from the blueprint state. These companies pointed

to ths aet-uP Position as an eventual some graduates of the



vocational Thus it appears that most vocational school graduates are

employed at machine operators rather than.actual machinists.

The problems facing graduates of the machinist programs are not as great

as those facing graduates of some of the other programs offered at Boys'

Vocational or at WM in acme cases gradcates are faced with the problem of

union apprenticeship rules. The presence of a union or a union apprentice

program can change the entire nature of the hiring process. The graduates

from the vocational school's electrical program are faced with the conatvaints

imposed by the apprenticeship rules of the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.

Consequently, vocational graduates are hired at electrical firms as utility

men and, in one case, as truck drivers. The utility or driver's job is

actually a probationary work period which varies in length from six months

to two years. if the firm has room for a new apprentice, the proportion of

journeymen to apprentices is set by the union, and if it chooses, it can

nominate this vocational graduate for an 8000 hour apprentice program. The

new apprentice signs an agreement with the apprentice committee, not with the

company and may very well change jobs. He may be forced to find another

firm if the ratio of journeymen to apprentices changes because the original

employer loses one or more journe ymen..

The vocational training has in this case simply been used as an

indication of career choice by the employing company. It hires the

vocational graduate because it recognises the immobility of workers whose

only possible access to an apprentice program is a pre "apprentice work period

with that firm. The vocational training has provided the individual some

opportunity to_euter_the eloctrical trades, but the union has rendered the

actual training received in that Program almost unnecessary. in any event,

the apprentice course neoessitet** repeating of any course of shop work
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sal tees are hired and later nominated for apprent ce programs does

not imply that high school graduates are not hired. UnionsAoften add their

own rules for the selection of possible apprentices, and in the electrical

trod** hiring of a journeyman's son for later nomination to the program is

not common.

This type of utilisation of the vocational school wherein the vocational

track is regarded merely as en expression of career preference and not as a

substitute for on "thesjub training, is common throughout the building trades.

The plumbing and sheet metal trades require the same type of extended

apprentice training as the electrical trade. Pima are again limited as to

the number of apprentices they can employ at a given time. Whereas in the

electrical and sheet meta, trades the apprentice program runs for four years,

the plumbing and heating program runs for a total of five. One firm picked

all its apprentices from the WITZ or trade schools; in other firms the union

played a major role in the selection process. It would appear that the

public could provide means of selecting apprentice trainees without having

to provide four years of shop work merely to clearly identify potential

enrollees. People who, successfully passed a series of mechanical aptitude

tests would provide fully as many qualified applicants

1 yea Moreover, the that vocational

Potential 3r, the vocational school could Llamas the geographic mobility

of the work force in the region it served Conversely, it could serve to

11Phic mobility of the work force in that same region sod lastly,

of course, it could have no effect positively or negatively on the geographic

mobility of the work force.
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the vocat ncrea sed worker mobility either within

n served or from the region to other surrounding regions, these

could ibe considered an external benefit of the programs. The

raining programs could be helping the labor force respond to

rag opal shifts in the demand for labor. Whereas untrained workers might be

unsuccessful in finding employment, vocational graduate/ might respond readily

to job vacancies anywhere within the region. Moreover, having been trained,

they might be wilting to migrate outside the region iu order to utilise their

skills If, however, the school actually decreased the amount of migration

out of the region, local arms might benefit at the azimut'''e of surrounding

area* A look at the geograyhicimdbility of the class or 1964 will be

reveal ug

In June of 19 64a 79 t graduated from the Boys' Vocational School

and 93 from WI TI: Of the 79 uated from Boys' Vocational, the school

claimed to have placed 38 in the occupatIons for which they had been trained,21/

and an additional two people iu occupations not directly related to the

training they had received twelve members of the graduating class entered

the mood services. Six members of the class had decided to continue full

'time schooling. There were an additional $2 people who were hold-overs who

had not completed tliftair hop work. By May of 196 sixteen of these hold-avers

had been placed by the s Three of the holdmovers had graduated and

entered the armed oervict, and five had dropped out of school.

t is not possible to vett the placement claims of the school. insofar
tors found that* iii instances, peoples recorded as placed,

were hired at the gate ro in most cases employers did call
to request graduates, and in all cases people hired at the gate

offered heir vocational backgrounds as inducement for hiring. Hence all 1 0
will be treated as placed b °hoot* despite the Obvious qUalifications



Win placed 14 of its 93 graduates in occupations for which they had been
tarainsd. One poem took a' job unrelated 'to his training. One person found

himself unotoployed, upon graduation. Fourteen graduates entered the armed
fords% and three' continued their 'bill tiwa schOoling.

The ,tots; muster of graduates of :'.loyso Vocational High and of KU placed
in o+ potion for which they had received training was 1504 Of the 150
employed., 99 were placid within' the city. Matte of Worcester. Thirty -eight
people:Weft .plotted Outside Worcester but within the Worcester Stendard

Metropolitan -Statistical'Aro*, and 13 were placed outside the Standard

Metropolitan--Statistical Area but within the State. Fifteen of the 38 placed
in the,'Stinidard.Metropolitatt Statistical Ares were Placed in towns which

hOrdered,-WOrcester, 'end no ,greedUeitott-found At, job- &made the state. This
meant that approximately 66% of -thost-plaCed-in jobs-wera-plactid -within the
city Twenty five per cent the graduates Were employed outside

Worcester but sill within the :Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area. Only

914.'-of the graduates moved3ovitside 'the Standirdlletropolitan Statistical
Aril' to find at job. This geographic' distribution of graduates can be

***Joined in Pert by the hirint practices- of local -- firma- and in part by

School, policies.

Fr ial in Worcester often attempt to -hire :the best potential workers
pirtotime during their high,:sahocil training xn about-cases the firms are
neblitig the student' to f nish his high school training by providing the

Silty &WORM personal itiCCOO he needs to remain in school This type

the further effect of reducing at least the

re- nOt ordinarily receptive, upon

outside the local labor market. Moreover, firms
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in Worcester o ten employ vocational school instructors during the summer.

The instructors become familiar with local firm production methods and, in

some cases, arrange for the use of scrap materials in the vocational school

shops Since instructors play an important role in the placement of graduates,

this type of iustructorofirm relationship helps to encourage the placement

of graduates in local firms.

These local preferences, which are the result of local firm policy, are

further reinforced by the actions of school authorities. Tiu. announced policy

of the school is to place people in jobs in the ccassunity where they live.

Thus attempts are made to keep in Worcester those already living in Worcester

and attending the vocational or technical school. People from surrounding

communities are placed in their respective communities. A shift in the demand

for labor-even-within-tba -OM would not-be-mat by the school attempting to

encourage worker migration to the new site. If the school attempted any

response itwr uld have to take the less direct method of encouraging increased

enrollments from the area of increased labor demand. The school is forced to

this type of- policy function because of the system of intraocity subsidies in

the forst of tuition charges* Each outmiofiAtown pupil must pay a tuition charge

to the school. His respective town pays the fee, but this very feet leads

to ths false conclusion on the part of school authorities that visible proof

of the school's success is.locesserY. Vence, there is an attempt to return

graduates to the towns who have paid the tuition fees. Although the school

is not always successful, the policy is clear a

s were needed outside the limited geogr

If, in fact, skilled

rea now served by the

Id ten for creation of a new school near the site

t- would be given to transferring

-111111111111111111111111111111111111f
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in 1963,440 6% of et students enrolled at Boys' Vocational High

and at WM were *ideate of the city of Worcester. In the same year, 32.84%

of thole enralled Wen residents of communities outside of Worcester. In

other words, 66% of *11 those placed at jobs by the school in 1964 were placed

within the city limits of Worcester. This attests to the effort made by the

school to place people in the *amenities in which they live. Thus it appears

that the school does not attempt to increase intreoregional worker mobility.

further, given the plan of placing graduates in jobs in the communities in

*Lch they live, it does not appear that tht school attempts to facilitate
ti terwregional mobility. It is possible that these efforts to keep graduates
within the region would b* beneficial to local employers. The fact that local
firms can rely on the vocational school for a small but consistent flow of

partially trained workers-vow-cause some-firms-to remain-in the area. If
this is the case, the benefits gained by the region at the expense of other

Mims maY offset some of the costs of the program. In order to establish
this as mon than a possibility, it would have to be shown that existing

firms Imitt cOui sr re4ocating and that new firms would not consider

locating Athin the region if the school were removed.

susossmUmgalikilitz

tion of rote generational mobility is equally interesting. It
o know vhsthst the vocational School upgrades the skill level

s ulalltive to the Wall level of the fathers of these students.
If
try

'ts co* from blue collar backgrounds and choose white collar

intermegenerational movement from blue to white collar

Ld be assisted by the school.

at Technical I t to provides a good framework

Students antri the school can choose

111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111110
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he white collar category

o occupations falling

There are other training programs which are

blue collar category In T 20* below* are the percentages

f 1964 Who those white and blue collar training programs.

tsble contains the percentages of the fathers of these graduates whose

ions fell in blue or white collar service or farm categories. If we

occupations of the fathers with the ea

picture emerge

Table 2,1

AteiratOW 0 00 7049V Olorge

1
tithor Force
% Distrimi

1410

choices of the sons, an

Graduates
WIT1:

b
Distria *

proprietors
Clerical & kindred

53.5

Fathers'
of

WIT!
prOutoes,

8
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Ten of the eleven trade courses lead to occupations falling within the crafts-

men and foreman category. The entry level for most of these trades could

more accurately' be described as apprentice training and would fall under the

oPerative classification. **ever, the goal of the program is to place people

in the fully skilled occupations and the graduates, are classified by program

goal rather than by entry level occupation*

The graduates were divided into several occupational categories, with

46.5% counted as piss Onlisr workers and 53.8% as White Collar. Most of the

lama e.enervutkers fell into the craftsmen category with 3.3% of them classi-

fied as operatives and none in, the laborer classification. The other 53.5%

lows all in the professional-teOhnical category of White Collar worker.

lin contrast, only. 11,4% of the fathers of these graduates were White Collar

workers, and only 8%, professionel or technical. The greatest number were

Blue Collar workers (18.6%) with 56% craftsmen or foremen, 16% operatives and

6,6% laborers. Only 4% fell, into the Service category and none were Farm

Worker.

It would appear from this set of observations that, if the school were

successful, it would be aiding the interneneration movement of workers

from glue to White collar occupations. It would be aiding a similar movement

of workers from the unskilled laborer or semi-skilled ovevator classes to the

skilled and profeasionalutechnical manpower levels. Interestingly, although

Worcester's Oft is quite rural and 4.1% of the labor force is made up of

farmers and term managers, no graduate came from a fern family background.

us the school had been singularly unsuccessful in serving as a training

center for youth moving off the smell rural farm and into the industrial and

population center.



Consideration of several olditional aspects of the vocational program has

not led to wholly s atlifying conclusions. The success of the vocational school

*1 0. dropout prevention mechanism could not be considered impressive. Only

of' assumptions did the benefits of tbg program somewhat

ha t tying and proitotion yeti:terns in local firms indicate that

the position of the vocational graduate is not markedly more favored than that

f the regular high school graduate. While the School may help the vocational

wite. find a job, hit advancement inside the firm is apt to follow the

SIM path as that ot the regular high school graduate. Finally, the Worcester

vocational schools could not possibly be siding the intra regional movement

of workers does' not appear to be aiding movement of workers within the

region though granted that this issto'bility might be of stifite benefit to local

The only relatively successful outcome of vocational education was in

the area of the inter generational; movement of workers. Even here, however,

the succeed* of t4):Tr- depends on the extent to which career choices of its

aural:teats tern into actual career paths',
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SUMMARY

Some Implicatioas for the Future of Vocational Education

This study has attempted to set up a framework for analysis. It has

treated vocational education as an investment which competes for community

funds with other forms of educational investment. It has assumed that the

local comMunity or the local region approaches its educational investment in

an economically rational manner: educators receive a limited amount of funds

from higher governmental authorities and they seek to allocate these funds

optimally so that the total return on their investment is maximized.

In order to attempt this maximisation, it is necessary to measure the

costs an4 benefits of the alternative educational investments. Educators

should then attempt to maximise the net benefit per dollar expended.

"fhb introductory chapter describes in detail the kinds of costs and

benefit wh eh accompany any local investment in education and points out,

in particular, the kinds °f costs and benefits associated with vocational

educatio4- It attempts to-deScribe the Procedure that must be followed in

order to, take a cost-hbenefit evaluation of any educational program. In the

Ai ht Of thi it dstatibes the procedure followed in present attempt to

evaluate vocational 4ititication.

Chapter U describes the institutional setting in Worcester, Massachusetts,

where the vocational education program, was cud for the subject of

analysis in this particular study. The vocational education programs in

Worcester and in the state as a whole are 'ascribed, as well as the city's

r ler high school System in relation to the system of vocational education.

Finally, the actual administration of vocational school programs is discussed

.."11 detail.
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Chapter 111 deals with the total resource costs of vacationed high school
education, regular high school education and, post..high school vocational.
technical education. It is seen that the public per pupil costs of vocational
education for males, whether at the high school or post-high school level are
2,3 times those of regular high school education. The per pupil cost for
female vocational education is 1.8 times that of regular high school. When
private direct costs are added, male and, female vocational education is,
respectively, 245 and 1.75 times that of regular high school education. When
primate opportunity costs, in the form of foregone earnings are added to these
public and private cost figures, the cost ratios are reduced, Male vocational
education is now 1.4 times as expensive as regular high school education, and

female vocational edutation, 1.25 times as expensive. The balance of this
chapter is concerned with the sources of the diffarances in costs between
regular and vocational, high school education. The labor intensive methods
used in education are a matter of special concern.

The COB ratios established in Chapter III lead us,, in the next section
of the study, to some interesting cost-benefit relationships. Decision-makers

at,the local level are faced with a choice between two kinds of high school
education. Whether. or not foregone -earnings are included in the comparative
cost estimates, vocational education is still more expensive per pupil than
regular high school education. The actual difference in costs between
vocational and regular high school education remains the same whether foregone

earnings are included or excluded, as long as tt s Assumed that foregone
earninge for vocational students are the same as the corresponding foregone

earnings for ,regutiez high school students.
In Order fer-thedetteioe mek r to Prefer this more expensive kind of

education, _graduates of the vocational program would have to earn somewhat
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more tbln graduates of the ordinary high school program. The extra earnings

aczruing to the non4college bound vocational graduate relative to the non-

college bound regular high school graduate would have to be such that the

present value of theta extra returns would be just equal to the present value

of the extra costs incurred.

JUst how the earnings of vocational high school or post-high school

*students compare with regular high school graduates and with one another is

an emiArical question. This study uses starting wage data to compare the

Boys' Vocational High School program with WITI,'the boys' post-high school

vocational progra% and with the regular high school program. It also makes

use of data describing the work experience of graduates from Girls' Vocational

High School in order to ascertain how well graduates of girls' vocational

schools fare in the labor market.

The empirical data revealed that, at least initially, vocational graduates

earn slightly higher wages than untrained regular high school graduates. This

is the case if the starting pay of vocational school graduates employed at

jobs in their trade areas Is compared with the pay of ordinary high school

graduates hired in these same trade areas. The site of the premiums paid

the vocational high school graduate, relative to the regular high school

graduate, varied inversely with the size of the firm hiring.

In the smaller fims, the starting wage differentials were of a

magnitude sufficient to insure the possibility that present values could be

equated within 6 to 12 years. The number of years required varied with the

rate of discount employed, and the calculation assumed that thg starting

wage differential remained constant over that time period. In the largest

firms the starting wage differential was not sufficient to equate the present

value of extva costs eAd benefit** at any Of the rates of discount employed.
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It was argued that these starting pay differentials would very likely

decrees* over a time, At the and of a given time period -0 perhaps five

years 11. the regular high school graduate would have acquired at least as

much onetheojob training as the vocational graduate, Thus the initial

advantage enjoyed by the vocational graduate would be lost* Give the initial

wage differentials, all calculations which allowed these differentials to

decrease, and required that the present values of extra costs and benefits

be equated by the time the differentials became zero, resulted in non-

recovery, of extra costs.

Hence the decision-maker in education is faced with a difficult choice.

If wage differentials do not increc ie with time but merely remain constant

or decrease, vocational education for boys may not be as profitable a

venture as regular high school education. Investigation of union practices

and plant upgrading procedures lent further weight to the argument that these

wage differentials would not widen significantly over the course of the

graduates' ,working life.

However, this study of starting wage differentials was limited to

beginning wages of vocational graduates and regular high school graduates

employed in the Came trades. Perhaps the vocational graduate should also

be compared with the non-college bound high school graduate who was not

employed in the same trade. Such a comperison would no longer attempt to

eutimate the value of vocational education as a substitute for on-the-job

training, but would include some notion of the structural unemployment

argunant* That ial if vocational education results in employment while

graduation from regular high school results in long periods of Aemployment,

all of the extra ,costs incurred would quickly be recovered. This study did

not attempt to evaluate vocational education as a method of decreasing



unemplayman *mons now- college bound t * rso Hance the declsionamaker's

choice between regular high school education and vocational education is not

clearmocut.

Wane data for graduates of the girls' trade programs revealed that most

graduates earned the federal minimum hourty wage, but no more. Further, as

might be expected, attrition rates were high for this group of workers. In

most cases less than one half of those originally taking jobs upon graduation

from high school were still working eighteen months later. It appears,

therefore, that this type of vocational education is even harder to justify

than the investment in vocational education for boys. Certainly, workers

who earn only the federal WW1= Wag* could not be said to be earning more

than ordinary high school graduates, no matter where those high school

graduates are employed. Moreover, the high attrition rates make highly

doubtful the long-term equating of present vales of benefits and added costs.

While there is possibly some choice in the course decision-makers choose

to follow when investiwin high school programs, there is less choice when

post high school education is considered. If the question of when vocational

education should be provided is faced, private opportunity costs become central

to the analysis. It is found that public decision-makers could provide two

years of post high school vocational education in addition to the four years

of regular high school for the same price, in terms of public funds, as the

four year vocational high school program. However, when private costs are

considered, it becomes obvious at for an investment in post-high school

education to be profitable, post-high school vocational students would have

to earn more over the course of their working lives than their vocational

high school counterpartlt
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Starting sala iem> for pas t -high school vocational- technical graduates

rei on the average, slightly higher than those of their vocational high

school counterparts though these wage premiums were not found to be large

enough to justify Investing in pcstemhigh school vocational education.

Justification would depend on these wage differentials widening considerably

over the course of the graduete working life. Post high school graduates

would have to earn, considerably more than their vocational high school

counterparts in the same trade.

In en effort to discover some added justification for community

allocations of funds to vocational technical education, we calculated the

success of this type of education in preventing dropouts. The rationale

underlying, this part of the study was that vocational training could be

considered an investment in dropout prevention rather than an investment in a

type of high school .education alternative to the regular high school* The

results of this calculation showed that only if every graduate of toys'

Vocational High School was considered to have been prevented from dropping

out of school was the program marginally profitable.

Finally, we, tried to assess the impact of the vocational school on the

geographic mobility and the interganerational mobility of the worker. If

vocational education could increase the geographic mobility of trained workers,

regional labor markets might benefit significantly from the presence of a

vocational school* Moreover, if it would help influence the career choices

of the sons of farmers and blue collar workers, it might help alleviate some

of the unemployment problems creatad by automated production processes. We

find that vocational, education does not, increase geographic mobility and,

in fact ,may actually decrease this type of worker mobility. However, its a

certain Matted extent sense, it does help to facilitate the intergeneratitinal

movement-of -workers from blue collar to 'gate collar occupatione
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This study cannot hope to provide a final answer to as vital a policy

question as vocational, education. 77,t is concerned with only one city and one

high, school system. The follow -up data used toinvestitynewage differentials

between vocational graduates and regular high school graduates covers only a

relatively short period of time after graduetion. In some cases only starting

pay differentials are discussed. Certainly, additional studies should follow

vocational and regular high school graduates over longer periods of time.

The number of vocational schools studied should be increased, the types of

such schools should be more varied. The first aim in increasing the number

of schools studied would be to decide. whether the relative costs of vocational

and regular high school education are close to those discussed here.

If these broader studies do not alter, but, in fact, tend to confirm

the findings presented in the analysis, school authorities should give

serious thought to revision of the present vocational system. The opportunity

costs to the community which accompany this type of education seem to be

considerable. tr.. 1964, simply by discontinuing h94h school vocational

training for boys, the city of Worcester could have released: approximately

03000000 for alternative school programs. This was about 8 percent of the

total high school budget. To be sure, given the manner in which vocational

education is presently administered in Massachusetts, a decision to dis-

continue the program would not necessarily lead to a decision to put these

extra funds at the disposal of the regular high school system. However,

this very fact is probably en argument for reorganisation of the educational

administrative system at the local level.

Given the cost of vocational education, it certainly appears that

alternative programs for publicly subsidised on-therjob training should be

conxidsrado It may be that individuals who need a work-oriented environment

Could spend part of their school day working in local industry. If some



of the money that is uov expended in providing vocational facilities were

used to subsidise local industry, the success of the training might be

greater and its coat, less,

Vocational education, when considered as a dropout prevention measure,

encounters the same problems of excessive cost es it does when evaluated as a

type competing with that of the regular high schools. The direct Income

benefits which result from graduating from high school rather than dropping

out are simply mot great enough to justify expensive vocational programs.

Indirect benefits from dropout prevention may make the 'vocational

program somewhat more attractive from the point of view of investment.

However, most indirect benefits which could be postulated as being the result

of dropout prevention would be very difficult to attribute to the vocational

program. For example, if w argued that dropout prevention cute community

crime costs, we would have to compute the cost difference between the crime

committed by the dropout and that committed by all other criminal offenders.

Moreover, we would have to prove that the delinquency and crime rates for

dropouts were significantly higher than the delftquency and crime rates for

high school graduates. Finally, we would have to &MUM that the dropouts'

delinquency and crime were the result of their dropping out of school.

Vocational education in Worcester is an expensive terminal training pro-

gram. This study questions the economic value of that training program.



llowed to decrease over five year

differential exists. The present

erertials are sa in the table below. A 5%

A 100: rate of discount would 'merely reduce the

Table 22

tratajtjtjamof oilltitgaleatinssitattfav

i0 Years

$ 103.8

1421

2199

1952.

Source: IsclePesdent :Field Su vey

ObviosslY, ortlY if t4e w difgerentilli ie Brester any observed in

this is,Aldy, will the present values of these extra returns equal the present

value of the extra caste, "which, in this case were $2520.

,1 N
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APPOWITR II

tu order to calculate tha tots, amount of resources committed over a

thretioyear period to the Soya' VoCitiowst prograti and the commercial program,

reiOictiVelY, procedure bi R. C. Elite ihouid be followed. To

thi'OUrteni Costs fot each school year, itOlicit rent and tax loss estimates

based on preient baokvalue estimates of plant and equipment, plus capital

outlays fOr that year, must be added. The following year's calculation

includes the new book Value estimate as a base for rent and tax loss estimates,

plus the capital outlay for that year. The prdoess is repeated for each year

considered.

Unfortunately, only estimates of the value of plant and equipment in

1963-64 were *Venable. Hence, a fixed total implicit rent and tax lies

Cherie is `added to the current costs for the school years 1961-64. 2his

Method necessarily over-estimates the implicit costs.

There are two further-assumptions which must be made in order to calcu-

late total resource costs. The current and capita/ costs for any year's

operation in either School is assumed to be uniformly distributed among each

of grades 'tis'e School' maintains. There are probably differences in the

Coot Of educating 10th as opposed to 12th grade pupils. For the regular high

school these differences could be due to smaller pupiliteacher ratios, added

guidance and job placement counciling, and such direct cost items as class

graduation' exPenditures. The vocational school would have these problems in

addition to the question Of allocating depreciation charges among the pupils.

On this point sees F. Hechlup, 1.42.producti n and DIstrIbution of
Knowle4MMAWAHLIUMOALBASSA, (Princeton, Ai: Princeton University Press,1962.) p. 100.

Tits, "The Nation's Educational Outlay". /n: llogesdo.ggjadm
rittlsatlat. Edited by S.J. Mishkin. (Washington: Office of Education, 1962.)Appendix B.
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More time spent by seniors on the more expensive equipment could mean that

more of the depreciation *Urge* ought to be allocated to the senior class.

Further, materiel supply costs would probably be higher for twelfth grade

pupils, while supervimary costs would be lower. Debt which would allow exact

treatment of these cost variations are virtually nonexistent, and hence it

must be assumed that Pot Pupil costs for tenth 8raders are approximately

equal to per pupil costs for twelfth gradorsi

ThOee vocational students who did not graduate but did not drop out are

considered half*time studtnts for one additional year. The costs for that

year are assumed to be identical to the costs for the last year of their

full-time attendance.

All of these students graduate sometime during the next academic year.

Some of these students are enrolled for the entire academic year, while others

graduate before the year has been completed. Since the students have c

shop time to complete, and this is one half the ordinary school day, a student

who completes < one year of such work will have finished one half year of

actual school time. *to the extent that pupils do graduate before the year

is completed, the estimate used to measure the cost of their education will

be soieWhat high.

Given these assumptions, tcl calculation is direct and is summarized in

Table 21.

Adding the diffeeential cost for eAth year of operation yields a grand

total of $280,749. The differential coat of educating holdovers at each of

these schools must be added to this figure. This calculation adds $14,624

to the total; therefore the over-all difference in resource costs over the

three-year period is $295,373.



School\Yor

19614'

421.

iftott.tea m
Total Differential Resource Costs

Boys. Trade, Commercial High

.ta 6 PAMEttaelAtilk.

7 Per Pupil $ 481 Per PupilTOt11. 1,21, Total Toupila
$ 66,744 Total Cost $75,998 Total Cost

196243

1963-64

$ 1,092 Per Pupil $ 501 Per Pupil
Total Pupils Total Pupils

$160 524 Total Cost $63,627 Total Cost

$ 2l0 Per Pupil
1111 $ 532 Per PupilII ...Xi Total Pupils .1,27. Total Pupils

$148 830 Total Cos $56,924 Total Cost I $92906

PinalattiLSEIL
$ 616 Per Pupil

$90,946

$ 591 Per Pupil

$96I$897

$ 678 Per Pupil

The limber of pupils for each year is the number who entered at the
ninth grade and were still in the propels at the tenth, eleventh and twelfthgrade levels. These figures differ from the total number of pupils enrolled
as members of the Class Of 1964«, The-- latter figure includes transfers into
the progromt.

b. These are male students only.

c. These per pupil cost estimates include implicit rent and tax losscharges«

Source: School records, Boys' Trade and Commercial High.
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Appendix III

*lees that graduated from the Boys' Vocational High School in 1964

was considerably smaller in numbers than when it entered in September of

1960. The Class that graduated from Ian in 1964 was also considerably

smaller than when it undertool4 training in September of 1962. The number of

pupils starting and completing each training course is included in this

appendix in order to illustrate the wide difference in enrollments and drop-

out percentages among these courses.

At the Boys' Vocational High School, the auto repair course appeared to

6e a doad*0644 the drop-out rate was 72%. At WIT!, the auto repair course

was more successful; twelve students graduated from the course. Since only

four students had originally enrolled in the course, eight others appear to

have transferred into it at an early stage of their training. Given the

ori iota enrollments in the mechanical technology course, it appears likely

tha Several students transferred from the mechanical technology course to

auto repair training.

On the other hand, the cabinet making course at MITI lost 75% a! those

originally enrolled, while at Boys' Vocational the same course lost only

12 1/2%.

.76
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